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ABSTRACT
Transport is among the key sectors that play crucial roles in the effort to achieve sustainable economic growth and 
poverty reduction thereby bringing about sustainable development in Africa. By 2010, traffic accidents in Africa will 
kill almost the same number of people annually as now die from HIV/AIDS in East and Southern Africa combined. 
And, for every 20 Africans who die in 2010, one will be killed in a traffic accident. Intelligent Transport Systems 
play an important role in shaping the future ways of mobility and the transport sector. It is expected that through 
the use of ITS applications (Telematics), transport will become more efficient, safer and greener. The huge potentials 
and benefits, however, can only be reaped if ITS solutions are put in place and be well managed. By investing now 
in reducing the number of traffic accidents, Africa can save millions of lives over the coming decades and reap 
significant economic and social benefits.

Keywords: telematics, traffic management, traffic congestion, public transport, ITS

1. Introduction

Telematics is the blending of computers and wireless 
telecommunications technologies, ostensibly with the goal of 
efficiently conveying information over vast networks to improve a 
host of business functions or government-related public services. 

The term has evolved to refer to automobile systems that 
combine global positioning satellite (GPS) tracking and other 
wireless communications for automatic roadside assistance and 
remote diagnostics.

Applications of telematics in road transport taking about 40% 
of the whole telematics market. The telematics industry is not 
limited to automotive applications. Other applications are being 
studied or developed for monitoring water and air pollution, for 
medical informatics and health care, and for distance learning.

Around the world automakers are equipping new prototype 
vehicles with wireless-based services controlled by voice commands. 
This kind of telematics could enable motorists to perform a variety 
of wireless functions such as accessing the Internet, receiving 
or sending e-mail, downloading digital audio and video files, or 
obtaining “smart” transportation information, automatic crash 

notification, roadside assistance, stolen vehicle tracking, door unlock 
and general concierge services. 

There is no doubt the technology being used by some of the 
providers is excellent and future developments will make it even 
better. In nearest future cars will be able to book themselves in for 
maintenance when they meet set mileage limits, while any accident 
will be accompanied by information on the vehicle’s location and on 
the nature of the incident. The car might even be able to contact the 
nearest repairer directly.

Contrary to the benefits, while an attack on a PC or mobile 
device can result in financial damage, a compromised telematics 
system can endanger the life of the driver, passengers, and anyone 
who happens to be on the road at the time.

There are some considerable risks in using some telematics devices:
Lack of data integrity protection
Lack of authenticity of data
Repudiation possible (rejection of records by driver or fleet 
as invalid)
High level of complexity
Availability of enforcement infrastructure
Availability of wireless network
Key and certificate Infrastructure
Transaction costs.
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2. Benefits and objectives of 
telematics

Telematics offer some range of benefits these are:
Optimise traffic flow on base of existing transport or traffic 
infrastructure by helping consumers to avoid traffic jams and 
so by saving time, fuel consumption and reducing pollution.
Improve traffic management and increase the average travelling 
speeds by providing the right information to road user about 
the most convenient route.
Reduce negative environmental impact trough optimised 
planning, so that CO2 emission and cost can be reduced.
Promote economic growth, the huge potential of this market 
sector is obvious, 3or 4 luxury-class cars, and more mid-class 
ones are now manufactures with navigation systems. In 
Germany about 10% of all new cars is equipped with navigation 
systems. With about 140 million cars in Western Europe and 
more than 40 million produced worldwide each year.

 

3. Impact of telematics on 
Africa’s development

It is generally agreed that telematics is an important factor in 
the development process and that people in developing countries 
need to get access to telecommunication networks in order to 
benefit from the opportunities such technology offers. Many 
organisations and funding agencies have initiated information 
networking projects in Africa.

Most telematics implementations still operate on the 
periphery of local organisations. They have not penetrated existing 
communication and information infrastructures and processes. It 
is also equally clear that most organisations have not developed the 
capacity to implement, manage and sustain telematics applications. 
The reasons for this low impact and deficient capability are varied 
and relate to issues ranging from infrastructure to technology to 
individual user concerns. Many international and local development-
oriented organisations have become increasingly concerned about 
the seemingly low level of access to developmental information that 
is prevalent in many African countries. The feeling among them is 
that lack of or inadequate access to quality information is a serious 

hindrance to the economic and social development potential of these 
countries.

While the resources for using telematics are very poor in most of 
Africa, over the last few years some countries have been able to put 
in place advanced communication networks operated by skilled and 
resourceful managers. Relatively low cost national and international 
electronic information services for the public are already a success 
in such apparently unlikely places as Mozambique and Ethiopia. 
With new developments in low cost communications systems and 
the trend toward modernization and liberalization taking place 
in parts of Africa, there are growing possibilities for reducing the 
North-South information gap if all these initiatives can be properly 
harnessed.

3.1. African development consortium

The Telematics for African Development Consortium was 
established in August 1995 with a vision of using information and 
communications technologies to improve Africa’s access to and 
use of information for community development and education.

The consortium aimed to contribute to find sustainable solutions 
to several problems. These are:

Content on the Internet and related education systems is 
often not relevant to users in the developing world since it is 
primarily focused on developed world issues;
This lack of relevant content means that demand, and hence 
usage, in the developing world is low;
Coupled with this lack of demand, the lack of infrastructure 
is causing the developing world to fall ever further behind in 
the Information Age; and
Appropriate delivery and learning environments, tailored to 
the needs and realities of developing communities, are also 
lacking.

3.2. Telecommunication infrastructure

Despite the rapid technological advances and decreasing costs in 
telecommunication facilities, they have not kept pace with even 
faster developments in computing. Cheaply available hardware 
and software are now extremely reliable and capable of handling 
large amounts of bandwidth for multi-media applications. 
Demands for facilities to exploit these ‘high-end’ applications 
remain largely unsatisfied for most users, including those 
in developed countries. While more prevalent in developing 
countries, the telecommunication network generally the weak 
link in the telematics chain for even ‘low-end’ tasks such as 
store and forward messaging. This is almost always because of 
the fragility of the ‘last mile’ from the telephone exchange to the 
subscriber equipment, but service interruption on international 
leased lines is also not uncommon. The next generation of the 
PTO networks is expected to result in a 150-600 Mbit/s fibre 
optic based Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network 
(B-ISDN) for every telephone subscriber. However the time-
scale foreseen for the roll-out has increased and not many 
believe it will be realized in the near future. The ‘last mile’ of 
optic fibre is expensive, real demand has still to materialize and 
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there are competing telephone, cable TV and satellite ‘pipes’ to 
dilute demand in most of the developed countries.

4. Telematics in Africa

The African environment is characterized by very large 
variations in telematics use. In some countries such as Zaire, 
activity is virtually non-existent, in others like Tunisia and South 
Africa; there are tens of thousands of users taking advantage of the 
advanced networks that have been installed in metropolitan areas 
which rival those in developed countries. As is to be expected, the 
majority of countries lie somewhere in between these two extremes. 
However, less apparently, the degree of telematics activity does not 
necessarily reflect the state of the telecommunication infrastructure.

4.1. The African’s Telecommunication 
Environment

The overall waiting list for telephone connections in Africa has 
grown from 1.7 million to 3.6 million and the average wait in sub-
Saharan Africa has lengthened to almost nine years. The installed 
network capacity in Africa is low and demand from customers is 
high. As a result, the total number of telephones is a burden on 
central exchanges and transmission equipment, causing network 
efficiency to suffer. Many areas experience very poor call completion 
rates, especially during office hours.

However the situation is not uniformly bleak. Some countries 
such as Cape Verde, Gambia, Mauritius and the Seychelles, with 
small populations and a relatively high level of tourist income, 
and other more industrialized countries such as South Africa 
and Egypt, have developed extensive and sophisticated networks. 
Here telephone density is between 4 and 30 lines per 100 people 
and telecommunication provides more than 3 per cent of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) - twice the regional average (1.5 per 
cent). Several countries, including Burkina Faso, Congo, Djibouti, 
Ghana and South Africa, have succeeded in reducing their waiting 
lists over the last decade. Botswana, Cape Verde, Chad, Burkina 
Faso, Burundi, Egypt have achieved network growth rates of more 
than 15% a year between 1983 and 1992.

Digitalization on trunk routes is spreading rapidly, partly driven 
by the decreasing availability of spare parts for the old analogue 
technology. Digitalization is more common in the switching 
than in the transmission systems, but a number of countries 
including Botswana, Morocco, Senegal and South Africa are now 
implementing extensive fibre optic backbones on their major trunk 
routes. Metropolitan fibre networks have also been established in 
Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, South Africa and Togo.

4.2. The African Telematics Infrastructure

Until recently telematics users in most of Africa have had very 
little option but to make expensive international calls to access the 
only services available - in Europe and North America.

Public access packet switching services have recently been 
installed by many PTOs as their response to users’ needs for 

data services. There are now 21 African countries which have a 
public packet switched data network (PSDN): Botswana, Burkina 
Faso, Cameroun, Tchad,  Côte  d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Gabon, 
Gambia, Kenya, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Senegal, 
Seychelles, South Africa, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia and Zimbabwe. 
Tanzania and Ethiopia are known to be planning an X.25 service. 
The predominance of packet-switched networks in West Africa is 
partly due the presence of foreign oil firms in the area.

PSDNs are relatively cheap to use in Africa for intercity links 
but very expensive for international ones. As there have been very 
few local public access hosts, and almost none connected to the 
PSDN, most development oriented users in Africa have not been 
able to afford to use electronic communication tools. Those that 
have had sufficient funds have either used the PSDN sparingly or 
found it cheaper to direct dial without going through the PSDN. 
With the advent of high speed modems, data can be transferred so 
much faster over the traditional dial-up telephone network that the 
volume charges imposed by the PSDNs make them uneconomical 
by comparison. Kenya’s PSDN (Kenpac) charges about US$ 19 per 
kilosegment (about 64 kbit) which is relatively low compared to 
some other countries (the Seychelles charges US$ 30/ksegment). 
The cost per minute for an IDD call from Kenya to Europe is about 
US$ 3.50, during which time the same amount of data could be 
transferred, if not more.

In most African countries a 9.6 kbit/s analogue line is the 
maximum speed of leased lines currently available. In some cases 
4.8 kbit/s is the maximum speed guaranteed by the PTO. However 
it has been found that V.32bis (19.2 kbit/s) and V.34 (28.8 kbit/s) 
modems can be used on some of these lines to improve throughput 
considerably, in some cases up to the maximum 28.8 kbit/s possible. 
In other cases, while the local leads may be able to handle 28.8 kbit/s 
transfers, the multiplexer on the local exchange may allocate a more 
limited amount of bandwidth, effectively negating the advantages of 
a higher speed modem. Also, voice grade lines may have specialized 
voice compression software running on them to maximize voice 
channel capacity and this can also reduce data traffic speeds, 
especially where full-duplex protocols are in use.

5. Importance of telematics in 
Africa 

Intelligent Transport Systems play an important role in 
shaping the future ways of mobility and the transport sector. It is 
expected that through the use of ITS applications, transport will 
become more efficient, safer and greener. The huge potentials and 
benefits, however, can only be reaped if ITS solutions are put in 
place and internationally harmonized to the extent.

Developed countries like the United States, Japan, and a 
number of countries in Europe, are Leading the way in Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS). Initially, these countries applied ITS 
for simple traffic control (e.g. traffi c light coordination) and later 
Electronic Toll Collection (ETC), but it has since evolved to include 
electronic ticketing and automated fare collection, in-vehicle 
navigation and route guidance, real-time public transportation  
information  distribution, monitoring and active control of traffic 
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flow, and vehicles communications. The main drivers for ITS 
adoption are safety, efficiency, and environmental impact reduction. 
To a large extent, every region decided on a different approach, and 
proprietary technologies were used.

Since late 1980’s, most of the above countries developed national 
architectures to ensure a stable implementation environment.

Developing regions in general and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) 
in particular, have lagged behind in the implementation of ITS 
solutions, with the exception of some cities in South-Africa. These 
exceptions include:

Freeway Management System (FMS) projects in Gauteng, 
Cape Town, and Durban.
Bus Rapid Transit programmes are rolled out in the major Metro 
poles, including Johannesburg, Cape Town, Tshwane, Durban, 
Rustenburg, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality 
,Buffalo city Municipality etc.

The focus of these exceptional systems is largely the provision 
of high quality public transport services, and has a large technology 
component to enable the improved focus on user’s satisfaction. 
These include fleet management systems, passenger information 
systems, surveillance on board and at stations to ensure passenger 
safety, electronic fare collection (cashless travel), etc.

Apart from these exceptions, the SSA region seriously lack 
guidance with regards to national ITS architecture. These countries 
are most vulnerable to ad-hoc deployments, technology/product 
dumping etc. The solutions realised by ITS address the needs 
of the developing world as if tailor-made. To name a few, ITS 
implementations have the following benefits: improvement in traffic 
congestion (which directly improves productivity), improvement 
in efficiency and effectiveness of public transportation, help with 
transportation infrastructure management, prevention of accidents, 
improvement in emergency services, and reduction of emissions 
and global warming.

The bleak reality is, however, that the developing world so desperately 
needs ITS, precisely because investment into infrastructure has 
been crippled by monetary constraints, mismanagement, and historical 
disadvantage the same reasons it was wrong footed by the digital divide, 
and the same barriers that might prevent successful ITS deployment. 
An area with substantial potential for ITS implementation in the 
developing world is the informal public transport system in SSA. 
The advent of the taxi industry was in the late 1970s early 1980s.
Little attention was given to the transport needs of the poor-hence 
the rise of the taxi industry, which was initially unregulated. Focus 
on ways to start regulating, based on demand per route as well as 
vehicle fitness, was started late 1980s. Many routes are regulated 
(permits provided), but driver behaviour remains big challenge.

The African region has less than 2% of the world’s registered 
vehicles, but almost 20% of the global traffic deaths. According to 
the Trans-Africa study, the majority of taxi owners in SSA manage 
to cover their operation costs, but cannot afford to adequately 
maintain and upgrade their fleets, comprising on safety and 
quality. Both Senegal and South Africa have introduced fleet 
renewal programs, with varying levels of success.

5.1. Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion is a serious problem in all parts of the world. 
The problem is growing fastest in developing countries where 
urbanization and the use of motorized vehicles are increasing 
most rapidly. Congestion causes delays and uncertainty, wastes 
fuel, results in greater air pollution, and produces a larger number 
of crashes. ITS can help to mitigate congestion by helping people 
plan travel better, by suggesting alternate routes and travel times, 
by keeping travellers well informed, by levelling traffic loads on 
roadways, and by helping to respond to and clear incidents more 
rapidly.

Road congestion is a problem in all cities. Its causes are 
poor management of traffic flow, in-adequate parking, and weak 
enforcement. Having evolved over the years without adequate 
planning, the cities are unable to cope with growing motorization. 
Less than half of all roads are paved, reducing accessibility for buses 
in densely populated neighbourhoods and outlying areas. Paved 
roads are just one-third of the average for cities in the developing 
world. The road network in all cities is substandard. Capacity is 
limited, service lanes are absents, pavement is deteriorating, and 
street lighting is minimal. Bad conditions reduce vehicle speeds, 
sapping the productivity of the bus fleet and increasing the cost of 
vehicle maintenance. 

They also promote the use of minibuses, taxis, and motorcycles, 
which have greater manoeuvrability than large buses but are not 
as efficient as a means of urban mass transit. Most roads were laid 
when cities had a single center, and before the rapid growth in 
personalized forms of motorized transport. The primary road 
network radiates from the city center to surrounding areas; orbital 
or circumferential links are missing. The majority of the roads have 
one lane in each direction; where the roads are wider, one lane is 
often taken up by pedestrians and parked vehicles. Intersections 
are spaced closely together and are ill-designed for turning.

Beyond these general failings, little attention has been paid 
to other matters that facilitate the operation of public transport 
systems. Dedicated bus lanes are rare, or absent altogether. Bus 
stops, bus shelters, and other facilities for passengers are scarce and 
in poor condition. Bus terminals are little more than overcrowded 
parking lots, with no facilities for passengers.

5.2. Traffic Management

Traffic Management is concerned with the application of a range 
of traffic engineering and administrative techniques. As Gardner 
et al (1989) pointed out. Traffic Management measures can be 
applied to some selected streets/roads, part of a city or the whole 
urban area. The most important feature of traffic management is its 
emphasis on making optimum use of the existing infrastructure. 
Traffic management measures are therefore relatively cheap and 
capable of early implementation. Clearly, Traffic Management is a 
process of adapting the existing urban road infrastructure without 
the need to inject massive investment in order to meet transport 
objectives such as:

Accessibility
Efficiency Safety
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Equity
Economy and 
Environment

Most cities in developing countries try to adopt the traffic 
strategies of developed countries hence the designs are different 
and the strategy is not sustainable. There is need however to learn 
from the developed countries and develop strategies that suit the 
environment and designs. Thus traffic management in developing 
countries needs to be sustainable for the benefits of the locals. 
According to Baluja, (2004), traffic management and urban land 
use are inseparable as enough space need to be set aside for wider 
roads, parking, pedestrians and cyclists.

Traffic management cannot be separated from parking. Most 
cities are faced with the parking problems because of the huge 
increase in car ownership. The problems emanate from failure to 
allocate more parking spaces or the misuse of the parking facilities 
by motorists. Parking bays can be provided by business owners 
for customers and employees. Usually these parking bays will be 
labelled to avoid scrambling for the parking space. The structure 
of the city is ever changing and this will determine the need for 
the parking space.

Private parking where some parking space is owned by 
individuals or companies is used in some countries, but this has 
been attributed to destroying the living space of cities since there 
will be huge demand of such space and some parking bays will be 
underutilized.

5.3. Driver distraction and driver inattention

Distraction in traffic is another risk and is becoming an increasing 
concern among policy-makers. Most research and attention in this 
area relates to driver distraction, largely because of drivers’ increasing 
use of mobile phones and other technologies. When drivers are 
distracted, their attention is temporarily divided between what is 
often referred to as the “primary task” of driving and “secondary 
tasks” not related to driving.

Driver distraction can be one of four types:
Visual (e.g. looking away from the road for a non-driving-
related task);
Cognitive (e.g. reflecting on a subject of conversation as a 
result of talking on the phone – rather than analysing the road 
situation);
Physical (e.g. when the driver holds or operates a device rather 
than steering with both hands, or dialling on a mobile phone 
or leaning over to tune a radio that may lead to rotating the 
steering wheel);
Auditory (e.g. responding to a ringing mobile phone, or if a 
device is turned up so loud that it masks other sounds, such 
as ambulance sirens).

By 2050 the International Futures (IFs) forecasting model 
anticipates that global traffic deaths will surpass 3 million people 
per year. This forecast shows that Africa will be particularly hard 
hit and will account for over 1 million of these deaths, or 35 per 
cent of the global total. To put this in perspective, by 2050, traffic 
accidents in Africa will kill almost the same number of people 
annually as now die from HIV/AIDS in East and Southern Africa 
combined. And, for every 20 Africans who die in 2050, one will be 
killed in a traffic accident.

6. Conclusion 

Through its use of information technology, ITS offers advantages 
that is not available in   convent transportation systems. Basically, 
ITS provides two kind of benefits. One kind is the resolution of 
traffic problems, including traffic congestion, air pollution, and 
traffic accidents. The other kind is improved services for users and 
increased efficiency of the transportation system and its operators.
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ABSTRACT
The management of modern supply chain requires the use of many modern tools and applications. Telematics is a tool 
that allows to evaluate the state of implementation of processes in the supply chain in real time, take decisions adequate 
to a given situation, or carry out activities effectively. It is impossible to manage something one cannot see, therefore the 
ability to implement such processes correctly becomes one of the essential elements of success in the current market 
conditions. The research team at the Institute of Logistics at Wrocław School of Banking analyses the possibility to 
implement the latest telematics solutions to logistics system in Lower Silesia, particularly in transport companies. These 
activities, in addition to the development of knowledge related to using the latest technology in logistics systems, are 
intended to prepare a wide variety of solutions and concepts for enterprises in Lower Silesia, in order to be able to 
effectively apply under the EU Horizon 2020 programme or national programme 2014-2020 POIR.

Keywords: telematics, telematics supply chain, technological innovation, safety, flexibility and 

reliability in the supply chain

1. Introduction

The pace of modern transformations generates the need in 
logistics to permanently identify the key changes that will occur in the 
near future and the changes that may occur in the longer term. These 
changes result primarily from more rapid implantation of the latest 
achievements of technology and modern technologies in the area of 
logistics. Their use generates, on the other hand, changes in concepts 
and implementation strategies of logistics tasks. It also creates the need 
for adequate preparation of personnel capable of creative, forward-
looking thinking and development of new practices and paradigms in 
logistics to meet the needs of the market and customers. [1]

Therefore, the Institute of Logistics at Wrocław School of Banking, 
which is responsible for educating more than 2.5 thousand students 
majoring in “logistics”, carries out empirical research programme, 
the aim of which is to indicate the directions of the development of 
logistics and the dynamics of the anticipated changes in particularly 
important areas, which among other things include: new concepts 
(strategies) for the implementation of logistic tasks, new technologies 
used in logistics, innovation and safety and risk in logistics. The 

objective of these studies is on the one hand, building and customizing 
the logistic personnel training programmes to market requirements 
and customer expectations and, on the other hand, an important 
objective is also to indicate the direction of change in the area of 
system of logistics of Lower Silesia and its operation, which will 
prepare the system to act in forward-looking, global circumstances. 

In general, the study was conducted according to the Delphi 
method belonging to heuristic methods of forecasting. It uses the 
knowledge of experts and their assumptions about the emergence 
of solutions to problems in the future. The studies, periodically 
repeated, were conducted using survey method in two stages. 
The main research tool was a questionnaire consisting of a few 
to several questions. Conducted were also expert interviews (in-
depth) with specialists from the industry, based on a scenario of 
the conversation. The scenarios presented showed a string of events 
starting from the initial situation through a logical sequence of 
events leading to possible future, taking into account the tendencies 
and trends prevailing at present and in the foreseeable future

The concepts presented in the article were created among other 
things on the basis of the conducted research.  
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2. Modern logistics

Modern logistics as a global phenomenon is constantly expanding 
its borders. A permanently increasing complexity of the processes 
and logistics activities resulting from the global expansion, as well as 
various circumstances generated in heterogeneous parts of the world, 
creates not only the need for constant improvement but also for often 
new innovative solutions or concepts. Modern logistics must generate 
such capabilities, which will allow to carry out effectively the tasks 
facing it in the present and future circumstances. This concerns in 
particular the functioning of supply chains. 

Changes in the functioning of the logistics and supply chains 
generate the following factors [2]:

integration of all management functions, including the 
management of logistics in the enterprise and between 
enterprises;
convergence of logistic processes in companies, links of the 
supply chain;
development of international logistics networks with emphasis 
on the construction of logistics centres.

In view of the above factors and circumstances the key issue 
affecting the future logistic solutions in the area of its organisation 
and operation of supply chains will be the implementation of 
technical solutions from a variety of areas, including telematics.

At this point it may be assumed that the ability to use contemporary 
telematics solutions in the interest of the logistics activities becomes 
one of the fundamental issues. The introduction of telematics solutions 
allows not only to automate and shorten processes and logistics 
activities, but also affects their safety, allows for greater flexibility and 
reliability of operations within the supply chain. In addition, there it is 
also a feature that allows to reduce the negative impact of transport on 
the environment.[3]

2.1. Contemporary competitive and 
transparent supply chain

Some of the key challenges facing the modern logistics are issues 
related to the management and operation of a modern supply chain. 
Latest trends and concepts of the SCM relate to building opportunities 
for the comprehensive management of all links and processes that are 
carried out. However, at this point, there appears an issue essential for 
the implementation of the concepts: One cannot manage something 
which is invisible. This situation, however, is an essential prerequisite 
for supply chain management to start considering telematics, whose 
technical solutions generate the ability to not only “see” elements of 
the supply chain but also manage them in real time. [4]

However, before this issue is presented widely it is worth going 
back to what kind of requirements are placed before the contemporary 
perspective supply chains. Defining these requirements is also 
accompanied by specifying the requirements for telematics systems 
which they should meet to realistically help improve the management 
of these chains. 

The changes in economic, financial, organizational, legal, technical 
and technological circumstances have led to the gradual transformation 
of the traditional model of  functioning of the economy into a very 

dynamic network of links and dependencies. This situation directly 
affected the perception and operation of supply chains. Contemporary 
requirements which are generated for the supply chain are, above all, 
its organization and functioning, which allows for quick response and 
the ability to meet rapidly changing demand; flexibility and ability to 
adapt to the optimum cost-level of service; ability to make optimal use 
of the resources of the company and the ability to use all of the available 
information. 

Today attention is paid to the search for new forms, ways and 
concepts of operation of the supply chain, which would meet current 
and future requirements, especially in the area of implementation of 
customer expectations, creating in this way a competitive advantage. 
Two concepts have a specific impact on the functioning of today’s 
supply chains:

transfer of competitive struggle to the entire supply chain;
increase of transparency in the supply chain. 

A lot of the analysis and exploration for new and better (innovative) 
solutions also apply to the issue of raising the efficiency of supply chain 
management. In this context, a more effective solution is to “automate 
transactions” and “stabilize operating conditions”. Elimination and 
simplification of transactions shall be treated as a way to improve 
supply chain management. 

Presented considerations once again point to telematics as an 
area of technical solutions and as a concept which will generate 
opportunities for logistics tasks in accordance with the requirements 
of the 21st century

3. Telematic solutions in the 
supply chain

Today, there is an increase in customer requirements in terms of 
time for delivery services, their flexibility, availability and reliability. 
Expectations and requirements of customers grow and, on the other 
hand, there is a need to reduce costs and limit the amount of frozen 
capital. Today, products and services tailored to the individual needs 
are very important for consumers. Consumers are becoming more 
and more impatient. How to meet these challenges in the context 
of the supply chain? The required speed of response with a very 
high level of safety and the need to ensure the possibility of efficient 
response to potential risks in the supply chain generates the need 
to use all the modern technical and technological solutions and the 
latest concepts of the functioning of logistics, including solutions 
from the area of telematics.

The widest area of the application of telematics solutions in the 
supply chain is obviously transport, which connects the individual 
links. (fig. 1).

Telematics provides a wide set of tools and services originating from 
information and communication techniques that allow to increase 
operational efficiency, improve service reliability, management of 
infrastructure and safety, and minimize the impact on the environment 
and improve the quality of information services.

Telematics communication technologies and vehicular networks 
can be described as as key technologies for increasing road safety and 
transport efficiency. The role of telematics communication technologies 
and vehicular networks is to ensure traffic safety for drivers, give comfort 
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to passengers and minimize transportation time and fuel consumption. 
Th e rise of vehicular communication and networking technologies is 
bound to give way to numerous applications, including emergency 
management, automatic collision notifi cation and prevention, safe 
driving assistance, real-time traffi  c congestion notifi cation, location-
based driver information services, high-speed tolling, vehicle tracking, 
and car Internet access. Many diff erent types of communication and 
networking will be used to facilitate these applications, including 
vehicle-to-vehicle, intra-vehicle, vehicle-to-roadside and vehicle-
to-infrastructure communications [6].

Fig. 1. The Scope of the Supply Chain, Logistics Chain and Transport 

Chain [5] 

Th e modern telematics technology makes use of popular vehicular 
network architectures and applications as well as the next-generation 
vehicular network architecture, on-board computers and the Internet, 
modern in-vehicle networks, mobile telecommunications and 
applications in the vehicles.

An example of how a vehicular network can organize and connect 
vehicles with each other, and with mobile and fi xed-locations resources 
is given in fi gure 2.

Fig. 2. In-vehicle and out-vehicle network architecture [7]

Generally it is assumed that ITS systems include: 
traffi  c management; 
support for the management of public transport; 
demand management; 
information for passengers; 
vehicle fl eet management; 

incident management and support for emergency services; 
electronic payment and tolling; 
advanced technology inside vehicles. 

To sum up, telematics and transport telematics will refer to the 
movement of people and goods (objects of transport), using the 
appropriate means of transport and technical and organizational 
solutions, which, by integrating information and telecommunications 
solutions, will allow for appropriate management and control in 
transport systems, increase the effi  ciency and safety of operation of 
these systems and have a positive impact on the protection of the 
environment.

The task of telematics is to support, supervise, control and 
manage processes in transport and bind these systems in all transport 
tasks carried out in the supply chain. The priority element for the 
implementation of these tasks in telematics systems are functions of 
information manipulation, which primarily relate to the collection, 
processing and distribution of data essential for making the right 
decisions. Such processes are both processes implemented in the 

or processes arising from ad hoc situations (decisions of shippers, 
dispatchers, independent users of infrastructure such as drivers or 

a study carried out in 2012-2013 by the Logistics Institute of 

and needs of using telematics solutions in implementation of 
logistics tasks among the 47 logistics companies in Lower Silesia. 
The results of these tests have indicated not only the perception 
of this type of solutions as needed, innovative but primarily as a 
cost effective way to obtain better results in the management of 
transport services within the supply chain. The respondents in this 
study have indicated to such essential elements as:

increase in effi  ciency of transport management in real time;
comprehensive fl eet management; 
improvement in the quality and reliability of services;
increase in the level of implementation of security processes 
and logistics activities;
obtaining the traceability (obtaining information about the 
status) of goods transported;
more effi  cient use of infrastructure, particularly roads capacity;
obtaining and using information about weather conditions, 
accidents and other hazards in order to change and modify 
the routes;
savings in transportation time;
electronic payment and tolling;
reduction of pollution caused by transport; 
reduction of road accident victims. 

Th e results of the second edition of the study (2013/2014), 
which covered 43 transport companies, show that the respondents 
are aware of the potential that resides in ITS, as well as their 
practical use can contribute to: 

1. creation  of regional and inter-regional (global) transport ne-
tworks;
Th e global exchange of goods and services constantly increase - 

the emergence of “Global Trade” - requires new investments and the 
development of new infrastructure and services. It also requires a 
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system that will integrate and provide all sorts of services and data 
in real time, and ITS is such a system.

2. increase in attractiveness of intermodal transport;
The development of intermodal transport is an important element 

and the necessity for today’s global economy. Further and rapid 
increase in the carriage of goods in road sector is not intentional 
due to such effects as: congestion, noise, pollution and damage to the 
infrastructure. The use of innovative strategies and technologies which 
include ITS systems can limit these impacts by providing solutions 
to significantly improve the quality, speed or costs of intermodal 
transport, thereby contributing to an increase in the attractiveness of 
the transport within an integrated supply chain.

3. sustainable mobility;
4. growth of transport safety;
5. clean transport; 
6. rationality in the growth of employment in the transport 

sector
7. the creation of an integrated transport system 

With regard to urban areas respondents indicated the following 
basic areas of application of telematics and its systems:

1. urban traffic control;
The main task is to improve the flow of traffic in the network of 

streets, avoid congestion and jams and to improve the safety. 
2. public transport management;
3. management of transport services with variable frequencies;
4. the use of telematics for the following applications: ticketing 

systems, charges in public transport or passenger information;
The smooth functioning of these elements is an essential factor in 

optimising the quality of public transport services. 
5. information and controlling with the use of variable message 

signs;
Variable Message Signs should serve to transmit real-time information 

to drivers and passengers of public transport. They should significantly 
improve the city traffic control through dynamic alerting on jams or 
motor vehicle accidents, informing on alternative routes and  providing 
parking information.

Part of the respondents also paid attention to:
1. providing current information for passengers;

The creation of a simple and reliable traffic information system 
for passengers is one of the key elements to improve the quality of 
public transport services. The traveller should be updated on journey 
times, its purpose and the cost. Very often the means to achieve these 
aims are Variable Communication Signs. 

2. managing additional services.
Controlling the entry of vehicles to specific areas or electronic 

tolling systems, assistance in accidences.
Overall, the respondents also stated that the development of 

modern supply chains, and particularly various transport systems 
related to them requires the proper use of existing infrastructure, 
its capabilities, but also to counteract any problems which may 
occur in the course of its use. The proper implementation of 
this principle will be possible only through the use of intelligent 
transport systems (ITS).

The analysis of the obtained research results also indicated the 
need for a large variety of compatibility solutions and telematics 
applications, which can be used by the various participants 

implementing the tasks within the supply chain. The use of 
different devices and applications within this concept, such as: 
mobile networks and the Internet, radio communications systems, 
geographical databases, road databases, satellite navigation systems, 
traffic monitoring devices (sensors, detectors, cameras, radars), 
devices for monitoring the weather, data transmission equipment 
for users of transport systems (e.g. variable message boards) and 
the other requires the creation of a common approach (platform), 
which will allow for their rational and joined using.

Currently there is no uniform concept of the use of telematics 
solutions in the implementation of logistics tasks in the supply chain. 
These tasks are very diverse in nature and concern both the processes 
of planning and organizing, as well as forwarding tasks, storage area, 
transport and many other activities undertaken within modern 
logistics, especially TSL systems. In all of these areas, particularly in 
their current state of development, some opportunities can be noticed 
for the application and use of modern telematics systems. It should be 
assumed that the increasing demands facing supply chains, the rapid 
shortening of time limits, expectations related to the optimization of 
production and cutting costs will further prompt the implementation 
of many new solutions from this area. It also seems to be reasonable 
to put forward a thesis that the pace of the development of new 
applications and telematics solutions and their implementation will 
constantly grow causing further automatization of many processes 
within the supply chain.

The following most important applications of telematics 
solutions were indicated: 

3. applications supporting fleet management and control of ve-
hicles in traffic. The essential elements of these applications 
were mentioned as follows:

4. event management in the supply chain.  
5. the use of mobile devices connected to the IT network within 

telematics solutions. 
6. an application designed to monitor traffic and to assist drivers 

on motorways and other non-urban roads. 
The considerations carried out and the findings from the two 

editions of studies not only confirmed the need and the rationale for 
the implementation of telematics solutions within the supply chain, 
they also mentioned the increase of knowledge of respondents from 
this area.

In the summary, as in the previous edition of the study, it can be 
concluded that the implementation of ITS system allows for greater 
flexibility and transparency in the supply chain, optimization and 
acceleration and minimisation of costs of many processes and 
procedures, but it also: 

enables to take advantage of economies of scale in supply, 
production and distribution, which results in the reduction 
in the cost of products and services; 
ensures consistency of information provided to end users; 
encourages to invest in applications and telematics solutions; 
provides interoperability of elements, even if they are produced 
by different manufacturers, which is especially beneficial for 
small and medium-sized businesses; 
provides an adequate level of technological independence 
and easy implementation of new technologies. [9]
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In conclusion, it should be noted that today the ability to ensure 
a smooth and efficient transport of people and goods, which is 
prepared to carry out the tasks in conditions of interference is an 
essential requirement. One of the ways to guarantee such possibility 
is the introduction and extensive use of telematics solutions in the 
supply chain. The delay in the implementation or the lack of such 
solutions may result in the loss or reduction of competitiveness and 
will generate the unsustainable use of logistics infrastructure. [10]

4. Conclusion

At present, when most of the products are manufactured in 
large distances from markets, the efficient storage management and 
movement of goods is critical to the functioning of many companies. 
Modern logistics is not in a position to do without large-scale 
information and technical systems. This refers to the whole logistics, 
and in particular to the supply chain management (SCM) focused 
on the effective and efficient management of the flow of goods 
and services in real time, which is a key factor contributing to the 
increase in the competitiveness of the whole supply chain as well as 
its individual links. 

The essential challenges facing logistics are as follows: 
reconfiguration, integration and optimising of supply chains within 
the global logistics network. Effective management of the modern 
supply chain requires not only the view of all processes and the links 
of the chain, but also the automation of many processes. Efficient 
and flexible supply chain management also requires a lot of data, 
which must be obtained in real time. Meeting the expectations 
which are generated in relation to the modern and forward-looking 
supply chain, which permanently continues to grow and which 
is also constantly facing increasing requirements while awaiting 
a permanent reduction of costs and time for logistics activities is 
becoming more difficult, more complicated and requires taking into 
consideration numerous data and variables. A solution that will allow, 
or largely facilitate the fulfilment of these difficult requirements and 
expectations is telematics and pragmatic solutions related to it.

The studies which were carried out (their second edition) 
confirmed the thesis: the introduction of telematics solutions for 
the supply chain allows not only to automate and shorten processes 
and logistics activities, but also affects their safety, allows for greater 
flexibility and reliability of operations within the supply chain. 
The effect of their implementation is a significant improvement 
of the functioning of many processes within this chain, especially 
the increase in the level of quality and speed of implementation 
of transport services. In addition, it is also a feature that allows to 
reduce the negative impact of transport on the environment.

The studies also allow to ascertain that the ability to use an even 
wider range of opportunities generated by modern telematics and 
its solutions in the interest of logistics activities becomes one of 

the fundamental issues. The use of telematics solutions within the 
supply chain should be considered as a process of dissemination 
of technological innovation. Research and analysis from this area 
related to the application in logistics practice is now to be considered 
as one of the priority areas. 

According to the analysis and research carried out, the benefits 
which arise from the use of ITS systems are obvious, in addition, 
the introduction of these systems is necessary due to the increasing 
requirements of the global economy. It is, then, relevant to encourage 
and speed up decision making related to the implementation of ITS 
at local, regional as well as national and even European level. Their 
implementation results in saving the time of flows, their greater cost-
effectiveness, coordination, increase in mobility in cities and outside 
them, reducing the cost of logistics operations as well as the increase 
in safety and greener transportation. This positive assessment of the 
benefits offered by the intelligent transport systems and services 
generated by them points to the need and the necessity for their 
wide application. The support to take this type of decision may be 
the ability to use the funds of the EU programme “Horizon 2020” or 
our Polish programme for the period 2014-2020 POIR (Operational 
Programme Innovative Development).
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an algorithm of finding the optimal path of an object in restricted area, focusing on the position prediction, 
is presented. Moving in the restricted area requires not only the knowledge of this area, but also the current and future 
position of other objects present in it. These informations let to  minimalize the possible collision risk. It’s significant not 
only due to the safety, but also to the economic factors. This approach is the further development of the investigations 
in the area of finding the optimal path in restricted area, carried out at the Maritime University of Szczecin. The authors 
propose the algorithm for the use in the decision support systems in maritime navigation, but it could be also applied 
in the other areas of transport.

Keywords: prediction, restricted area, navigation, transport, shortest path, optimal route

1. Introduction

Prediction of the object’s movement is a very important factor 
in traffic management [1]. It allows us to estimate the possible 
course / direction of other moving vehicles e.g. vessels in maritime 
navigation. Let’s consider the simple example. The calculation of 
the position of our object in the given moment of time is done 
well, only if we assume that there is no other moving object 
crossing or moving very close to our course. Then there is a need 
to do some predictions because the situation changes dynamically 
in time and some possible paths can be no longer allowed. This 
fact lets to make the transport process much safer and faster. 
Generally in maritime transport VTS  systems are used but it 
could be supported also by other tools. Besides there is a need to 
consider the case of smaller vessels (yachts, boats etc.) which can 
move outside the area covered by VTS. In this paper a proposal of 
an algorithm in restricted areas is given. It consists of few steps: 

determination of the position of own ship (object) on the map,
processing the map data to obtain a mesh of trapezoids which 
allows to determinate the restricted and allowed areas,
determination of the basic graph of all possible paths in given area,

calculation of the optimal route basing on the current position 
of own ship (object),
if other moving objects are detected the local modification of 
the graph becomes necessary. In this case the prediction of 
the object’s movement has to be done.

2. Optimal route

What is the optimal route or trajectory? The shortest one? 
Not always. The optimal route of any moving object in transport 
can’t be considered only in the geometric sense. There is a need to 
take into account other limitations such coastlines, other moving 
objects etc. It has to be remembered that the most important factor 
in transport is always the safety. The most common algorithms 
used in the optimal route problem are Dijkstra algorithm or A* 
approach. They are described and tested e.g. in [2].

Let’s consider now the area at the Figure 1. 
As it can be seen this is a typical restricted area with five islands. 

In the opposite to wide open areas, here is practically no possibility 
that the optimal route would be a straight line, especially when the 
objects are moving e.g. between the islands.
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Fig. 1. The area considered [own study]

3. Prediction

Th e prediction of the movement of own ship is quite easy. 
Because the model of our object is known we can use e.g. regulators 
(like LQR [1]), regression models etc. So, the estimation of the future 
position is not a signifi cant problem. Th is one increases when other 
moving objects have to be considered. Th e main factor that makes it 
diffi  cult is that we don’t know the model parameters of these objects, 
so the prediction would be less reliable. But it is necessary to do it 
to avoid some collision situations which can be caused by poorly 
estimated prediction of the future situation. 

In this paper we apply some linear regression model to predict 
the future position of other moving objects, so the navigator could 
estimate their positions and prevent dangerous situations like 
collisions etc.

Let’s consider some example navigation situations:

3.1. Situation A

We have two moving objects in the given restricted area. S1 
is moving from the north towards it’s waypoint. Th e second S2 
is moving in the opposite direction. So it has to be determined 
if these other objects are on collision course. We assume that the 
speed of both objects is constant. In this case we see that the lines 
representing the course of each object are going to cross, probably 
somewhere outside of this fi gure. Th is fact leads to the conclusion 
that when the S2 comes to the cross point, the S1 would be near 
it’s waypoint. So we can’t describe this situation as a collision risk. 
If we know the current position and speed we can predict the 
location of each object only in simple mathematic calculations. 
Moreover in this case we can omit even these calculations because 
the experienced navigator can clearly assess the situation basing 
only on this fi gure.

But if we want to do some predictions we have to determine 
the regression line (RL1) of the object S2 (S1 is our own object so 
we don’t have to do any predictions). Assuming that few former 
positions of S2 are given (with some deviations of course) we can 
do some simple calculations. Th e equation of RL1 will be then 
(LSQ method):

(1)

where:

(2)

(3)

xi – the x coordinates,
yi – the y coordinates,

 – the arithmetic mean of x coordinates,
 – the arithmetic mean of y coordinates,

n - the total number of points

Fig. 2. Situation A [own study]

In this situation there is no need to determine other regression 
lines. If the direction and speed of object S2 are constant it can be 
assumed that the a and b coeffi  cients of the regression line are not 
going to change signifi cantly. Th e regression line RL1 is a model of 
the movement of the object S2.

3.2. Situation B

Th is case has some familiar features with the situation A 
described above. Basing only on observation we can assume 
that there is no collision risk. But what about the prediction of 
the object S2 movement? It can be seen that the course of S2 is 
changing in time. So determination of only one regression line is 
not the best idea. Th e reasoning is very simple. One regression line 
can’t be the model of the S2 movement because it is not reliable. 
Of course we can determine this line and sometimes the average 
error between it and real position points wouldn’t be signifi cant. 
It has to be known that position is calculated only basing on few 
points from the past. Not all. Th is phenomenon is clearly visible 
e.g. in artifi cial intelligence when the over-learning of artifi cial 
networks is observed. Th is situation can’t be solved by adding 
some new points because all the measurements were made in past. 
But we can build some smaller local models and then observe the 
diff erences between each regression line (RL1, RL2, RL3, …), so 
we can predict not only the future position of the object S2 but 
also we are able to detect that the course is changing. Th e last 
regression line (RLn) becomes the current model of the object’s 
movement. 
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Fig. 3. Situation B [own study]

Th ere is one more question which is important in this situation. 
How many points are necessary to determinate each local regression 
line? As we know we need at least two points, but taking only this 
amount of data can lead to some useless relief calculations. In this 
paper we propose the observation of the Pearson’s correlation 
coeffi  cient r which is given by:

(4)

where:
xi – the x coordinates,
yi – the y coordinates,

 – the arithmetic mean of x coordinates,
 – the arithmetic mean of y coordinates,

n - the total number of points

The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is useful if we want to 
determinate if the dependency between two variables is linear. Th e 
value of r is always in the interval of <-1,1>. If r = 1 or r = -1 or it’s 
value is near these numbers, we can assume that this dependency is 
linear or can be described by linear model with a low average error.

So let’s conduct some simple experiment. We have 10 points and 
want to obtain a regression line. We start from third three points 
and observe the correlation coeffi  cient. Th en we add one point and 
observe how the correlation coeffi  cient changes. Th e results of this 
simple experiment are given in the table below.

Table 1.  The change of Pearson’s correlation coeffi  cient [own study]

No. X Y r Comment

1 0.00 0.00 - We have only one point

2 1.00 1.00 1 We have straight line conducted through two points

3 1.90 2.05 0.999  below 1 but very close to it

4 2.80 3.14 0.999  below 1 but very close to it

5 3.20 3.86 0.997  below 1 but very close to it

6 4.10 5.04 0.997  below 1 but very close to it

7 4.20 7.22 0.954 decreases signifi cantly – possible maneuvre

8 4.40 9.56 0.911 as above

9 4.60 12.34 0.881 as above

10 4.80 19.44 0.806 as above

Th e data from the Table 1 indicates that adding the seventh 
point decreased signifi cantly the correlation coeffi  cient. Further 
points made it more visible. So it leads to the conclusion that 
object probably changed it’s course. It can be seen also at the 
fi gure below.

Fig. 4. Detection of the maneuvre [own study]

So if we observe the behavior of the correlation coeffi  cient we 
can decide when to build the next regression line. Th e prediction 
of the future position of S2 should be equal to this indicated by the 
last regression line (RL4 in the situation B). In this case the fi rst 
regression line (RL1) could consist of fi rst seven points.

3.3. Situation C

Fig. 5. Situation C [own study] 

Fig. 6. Situation C – a solution [own study]
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Th is situation is very interesting. We have two objects with 
practically the same trajectory but opposite directions. It can be seen 
that there is a fragment with very narrow passage that it’s impossible to 
cross by two objects at the same time. Let’s assume that our prediction 
gave us an information that the collision risk is too high. 

Th ere is a couple of solutions. In this paper we propose to fi nd 
some other alternative routes. As it can be seen if the object S1 
chooses the trajectory T1, the collision risk is high. But if it changes 
its course and chooses T2 trajectory – there won’t be any collision 
risk. Th is information can be also obtained by prediction.

3.4. Situation D

Th is situation is similar to the described above but we have an 
additional object S3. Th e presence of S3 causes that S1 has to change 
its alternative course. If it chooses the trajectory from situation C 
there will be a collision with S3. It can’t maintain the T1 trajectory 
due to the presence of S2, but there exists an alternative solution.

Fig. 7. Situation D [own study]

4. Conclusion

As the conclusion it can be seen that the simple prediction 
of the movement of objects can be done, using only the linear 
regression and Pearson’s correlation coeffi  cient. When the object 

changes its course the better way is to create some local models 
(regression lines) and then observe a correlation coeffi  cient to 
detect possible maneuvers. Anyway, it is necessary to consider the 
fact that Pearson’s correlation coeffi  cient is sensitive to the data 
available. It is oft en used as a signifi cance index and sometimes 
researchers make some mistakes because this is not a typical tool 
to detect dependencies between the input and output variables.

If the determination of collision risk is done, there are several 
ways to maintain the better / safer solution to minimalize the 
possibility of an accident.

Th e prediction described in this paper can be a part of the 
algorithm of shortest path selection which was described e.g. in 
[3], [4] or [5]. Anyway, there is a need to do some more research 
in this area and the results seems to be very promising. Th is type 
of work could be very helpful for navigators and would become a 
part of support decision system in navigation (not only maritime).
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ABSTRACT
The paper pays attention to the increasing number of systems working on transport objects, as well as to the results 
of their implementation. System integration is proposed as one of the ways to increase functionality and safety of 
transport telematic systems. The paper defines and describes integration process and names its main purposes. In a 
similar way it presents two selected airport’s systems, used as an example in order to show the influence of integration 
and the difference between independent subsystems and the integrated unit. At the same time it pays special attention 
to benefits arising from integration according to limitation of systems’ inputs and outputs, which results in limitation 
of unnecessary repetitions of the same information as well as to repetitions of the same algorithms (elaborations of 
system’s outputs) in different subsystems. Finally effects of subsystems’ integration are presented according to the 
telematic services they realise.

Keywords: system integration, transport, airport

1. Introduction

Dynamically developing transport (the movement of people 
and goods in space using the appropriate means of transport), is 
the foundation of today’s economy. In recent years it was possible 
to see an increase in population movement both for professional 
and private reasons. Unfortunately, the number of threats, aimed at 
transport objects (mobile and stationary) or their users, resulting 
from acts of nature and more frequently man, is also increasing. As 
transport systems are among the critical infrastructure of our country 
in accordance with the [4] they should be properly protected. The 
natural way to solve this problem is thus implementation of systems 
ensuring safety of people and objects. Increasing the number of 
operating subsystems, and what follows the number of physical 
elements and algorithms working, can cause problems with their 
service and maintenance or proper functionality. As renouncement 
of safety systems implementation is not taken into account, it is 
necessary to increase probability of systems’ being fully functional 
even in highly complex and large-scale structures [5], while trying 
to limit the unnecessary repetitions of the same information and the 
same algorithm (working out of the same output) in a number of 

subsystems as well as unifying data definitions. All those objectives 
can be achieved thanks to system integration.

In transport infrastructure element that is presented in this article 
– at the airport, it is possible to identify a number of electronical 
systems, assuring the appropriate level of security to people, cargoes 
and aviation infrastructure. Basing on a unit consisting of two such 
subsystems, effects of subsystems’ integration will be presented 
according to the telematic services they realise.

2. Electronical systems’ 
integration

Systems’ integration [7] rests on such their applications that 
constituent components cooperate with each other in such a way 
that events, conditions and other information appearing in one of 
the subsystems cause reaction of the other system. Integration refers 
directly to the systems’ organization and is based on their junction so 
that they can benefit from each other’s resources. This procedure, as 
mentioned in the introduction, is becoming increasingly important 
with growing complexity of systems and their coverage of ever 
further areas of life. 
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Th e main purposes of systems’ integration can be defi ned as 
follows:

creation of a new structure with improved characteristics 
(assuring improved quality),
limitation of the total number of systems’ inputs and outputs, 
thereby reduction of unnecessary repetitions of the same 
information,
creation of a platform for information exchange (in order to 
increase operation safety),
synergy obtainment,
obtainment of an improved operating susceptibility,
reduction of individual subsystems’ response time as a result 
of the access to additional information,
standardization of data defi nitions used.

Out of many diff erent forms of electronic systems’ integration 
it is worth distinguishing the concepts of systemic integration and 
application integration. Wherein systemic integration is understood 
as such integration, which refers to communication between 
systems, i.e. connection and data exchange via computer networks 
and communication protocols. It is therefore integration on a data 
level. Application integration concerns cooperation of applications, 
based on diff erent hardware and soft ware platforms, as well as data 
sharing across applications. Th us it is integration on information 
level. Application integration is realized through the creation of 
distributed processing environments, common programs interfaces, 
and data exchange standards. In this paper systemic and application 
integrations, according to their presented defi nitions, will be treated 
together as transport object’s systems integration.

For electronic systems it is also possible to distinguish [1] the 
concept of integration on program levels (see fi gure 1), which 
defi nition corresponds to the interpretation accepted for transport 
object’s systems integration.

Fig. 1. Electronical systems integration on program level [own study]

3. Airport’s selected systems 
analysis

Th e main objective of airport’s operation is to handle aircraft s’ 
and passengers’ traffi  c fl ows. Let’s focus on passengers’ services in 
airport’s passengers’ terminal. A number of electronic systems such 
as: Fire Alarm Aystem (FAS), Intrusion Alert System (IAS), Close 

Circuit Television (CCTV) [6], Flight Information System (FIS) or 
Public Address Voice Annunciation (PAVA), is to be installed there. 
In our considerations let’s focus on the last two systems.

3.1. Flight Information System 

Flight Information System – FIS is a central data base based 
system that allows collection, maintenance and presentation of 
fl ights’ data.

Th e main tasks of the Flight Information System’s are already 
included in its defi nition – the collection, maintenance and presentation 
of fl ights’ data. A more detailed defi nition of its tasks is outlined below:

collection of data, concerning fl ights, such as arrivals and 
departures timetables (including: fl ight number, time of arrival/
departure, airport of destination, type of aircraft , airlines, the 
number of passengers + crew), delays of fl ights according to 
the timetable,
collection of data related to the airport’s architecture and the 
organization of elementary operations of travellers’ services at 
the airport’s passenger terminal,
gathering information on unpredictable and random situations, 
or events threatening people and environment safety,
processing of current and historical collected data,
presentation of the collected information regarding fl ights 
(such as: arrivals and departures according to the timetable, 
real arrivals and departures, delays) through various types of 
media such as displays, monitors, information boards, websites, 
telephone centres, voice information systems,
presentation of data, improving passengers’ movement in the 
airport’s passengers’ terminal, such as: the current list of check-
in desks, the current list of boarding gates, the current list of 
luggage collection belts,
presentation to travellers of additional information from security 
services,
sharing of the collected data with the operational units, present 
at the airport: Customs, Boarder Security Service, Airport 
Security Service, or other,
forward of the information displayed on airport’s monitors and 
information boards to its website,
carrying on of the analysis and fl ight statistics, including, inter 
alia, number of fl ights in a time period, number of a selected 
airline’s or selected type of aircraft  fl ights, number of delays 
with their reasons and duration, etc. in order to support future 
operation tasks at the airport.

For the considered system it is possible to determine [2] the set of 
its input elements Xa(t) = xia(t), where i = 1, 2, ..., 13, and the succeeding 
values xia(t) can be assigned to the following interpretations:

1. x1a(t): total number of check-in desks (departures),
2. x2a(t): total number of boarding gates (departures),
3. x3a(t): algorithm defi ning time gap between a fi nished check-

-in or boarding operation and a new check-in or boarding 
operation to be held on the same desk/gate,

4. x4a(t): departures timetable (fl ight number, time of departu-
re, airport of destination, type of aircraft , airlines, the num-
ber of passengers + crew),
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5. x5a(t): total number of gates to the airport’s passenger ter-
minal for arriving travellers,

6. x6a(t): total number of luggage collection belts,
7. x7a(t): algorithm defining time gap between a finished ope-

ration of giving entrance to the airport to arriving passen-
gers or luggage collection operation and a new operation 
of the same type to be held on the same gate/belt,

8. x8a(t): arrivals timetable (as above),
9. x9a(t): delays of the departing aircrafts,
10. x10a(t): delays of the arriving aircrafts,
11. x11a(t): time,
12. x12a(t): set of safety statements,
13. x13a(t): airport’s current safety situation.

For the Flight Information System it is also possible to determine 
the set of output elements Ya(t) = yja(t), where j = 1, 2, …, 18, and the 
succeeding values yja(t) can be assigned to the following interpretation:

1. y1a(t): assignment of a flight number to the check-in desk 
(inputs: 1, 3, 4, 9, 11),

2. y2a(t): assignment of a flight number to the boarding gate (in-
puts: 2, 3, 4, 9, 11),

3. y3a(t): assignment of a flight number to the gate allowing entrance 
to the airport to arriving passengers (inputs: 4, 7, 8, 10, 11),

4. y4a(t): assignment of a flight number to the luggage collec-
tion belt (inputs: 6, 7, 8, 10, 11),

5. y5a(t): actual list of operating check-in gates (inputs: 1, 3, 4, 9, 11),
6. y6a(t): actual list of operating boarding gates (inputs: 2, 3, 4, 9, 11),
7. y7a(t): actual list of luggage collection belts (inputs: 6, 7, 8, 10, 11),
8. y8a(t): selected safety statement (inputs: 11, 12, 13),
9. y9a(t): current timetable for departures (flight number, time 

of departure, airport of destination, type of aircraft, airlines) 
(inputs: 4,11),

10. y10a(t): current timetable for arrivals (as above) (inputs: 8, 11),
11. y11a(t): delays of the departing aircrafts (inputs: 9, 11),
12. y12a(t): delays of the arriving aircrafts (inputs: 10, 11),
13. y13a(t): statistic/historical data: number of departing flights 

in a time period (inputs: 4, 9, 11)
14. y14a(t): statistic/historical data: number of arriving flights in 

a time period (inputs: 8, 10, 11)
15. y15a(t): statistic/historical data: number of a selected aircraft 

flights in a time period (inputs: 4, 8, 11)
16. y16a(t): statistic/historical data: number of a selected airline’s 

flights in a time period (inputs: 4, 8, 11)
17. y17a(t): statistic/historical data: number of flight delays (in a 

time period) with their reasons and duration (inputs: 4, 8 , 
9, 10, 11),

18. y18a(t): statistic/historical data: information about unforeseen, 
incidental or safety-threatening situations (inputs: 11, 13).

Undoubtedly, sets of input and output elements [Xa(t) and Ya(t)] 
of the Flight Information System could be defined in a different way. 
In most cases, determination of the number of elements as well as 
assignment of their interpretations depends on the requirements 
specified by the investor, user or system administrator. In this paper 
it was assumed that the set of input values has 13 elements, and 
the set of output values 18 elements with the interpretations given 
above. 

3.2. Public Address Voice Annunciation

Public Address Voice Annunciation - PAVA is a distributed system 
that allows spreading abroad warnings and voice announcements for 
safety needs of people present in transport object’s space. At the same 
time it fulfils communication tasks, giving opportunity to broadcast 
information, create music background and call on people.

The main task of the PAVA System is to broadcast voice statements: 
of evacuation, fire or warnings received from the Fire Alarm System or 
induced by an operator. However, it can fulfil other tasks as well. Thus, 
the detailed list of its tasks is presented below:

broadcast of warning signals and voice statements for safety 
needs of people present in transport object’s space,
broadcast of evacuation statements for its efficient execution 
in case of fire or other dangerous situations,
presentation to travellers of additional information from security 
services or organizational information regarding transport 
object,
broadcast of data, improving passengers’ movement in the 
airport’s passengers’ terminal, such as: opening of new check-
in desks, boarding gates or luggage collection belts,
broadcast of statements regarding flight delays according to 
the timetable,
recall of passengers to the check-in desks or boarding gates,
creation of music background, improving object’s ambience.

For the considered system it is possible to determine the set of its 
input elements Xb(t) = xib(t), where i = 1, 2, ..., 15, and the succeeding 
values xib(t) can be assigned to the following interpretations:

1. x1b(t): set of evacuation statements,
2. x2b(t): set of safety statements,
3. x3b(t): set of organizational statements,
4. x4b(t): airport’s current fire situation,
5. x5b(t): airport’s current safety situation,
6. x6b(t): actual list of operating check-in gates,
7. x7b(t): actual list of operating boarding gates,
8. x8b(t): actual list of operating luggage collection belts,
9. x9b(t): delays of the departing aircrafts,
10. x10b(t): delays of the arriving aircrafts,
11. x11b(t): departures timetable (flight number, time of depar-

ture, airport of destination, type of aircraft, airlines, the 
number of passengers + crew),

12. x12b(t): arrivals timetable (as above),
13. x13b(t): set of statements recalling passengers to check-in de-

sks, boarding gates or to the information point,
14. x14b(t): set of music files,
15. x15b(t): time.

For the described PAVA system it is also possible to determine 
the set of output elements Yb(t) = yjb(t), where j = 1, 2, …, 10, 
and the succeeding values yjb(t) can be assigned to the following 
interpretations:

1. y1b(t): selected evacuation statement (inputs: 1, 4, 5, 15),
2. y2b(t): selected safety statement (inputs: 2, 4, 5, 15),
3. y3b(t): selected organizational statement (inputs: 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 15),
4. y4b(t): opening of new check-in desks (inputs: 6, 15),
5. y5b(t): opening of new boarding gates (inputs: 7, 15),
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6. y6b(t): opening of new luggage collection belts (inputs: 8, 15),
7. y7b(t): delays of the departing aircraft s (inputs: 9, 11, 15),
8. y8b(t): delays of the arriving aircraft s (inputs: 10, 12, 15),
9. y9b(t): recall of  passengers to check-in desks, boarding gates 

or to the information point (inputs: 7, 11, 13, 15),
10. y10b(t): music background (input: 14).

Analogously as for the Flight Information System sets of input 
and output elements [Xb(t) and Yb(t)] could be defi ned in a diff erent 
way.  For the purposes of this study it was assumed that the set of 
input values of the PAVA system has 15 elements, and its output 
values 18 elements with the interpretations given above. 

3.3. Integrated system (FIS + PAVA)

Analyzing both described systems (Flight Information System 
and Public Address Voice Annunciation) jointly, one comes to the 
following conclusions:

6 systems’ inputs are common to both systems:
x4a = x11b,
x9a = x9b,
x10a = x10b,
x11a = x15b,
x12a = x2b,
x13a = x5b,

3 Flight Information System’s outputs are the inputs to the 
PAVA System:

y5a = x6b,
y6a = x7b,
y7a = x8b,

3 systems’ outputs are equal:
y8a = y2b,
y11a = y7b,
y12a = y8b.

Carried out analysis allows presentation of a new system, formed 
as an integration of subsystems FIS and PAVA (see Figure 2). Th e 
number of inputs of the integrated system decreases by 1/3 compared 
to the totality of PAVA and FIS (18 of 28), and the number of integrated 
system’s decreases by more than 20% (22 of 28).

Fig. 2. Integrated system (FIS + PAVA), its inputs and outputs [own 

study]

4. Integrated system’s telematic 
services

Th e essence of transport telematics systems’ functioning is the 
implementation of services, designed for diff erent target groups 
directly or indirectly related to the processes of people /freight 
movement. Services customers may be individual users of transport 
systems (travellers), infrastructure operators, maintenance services, 
operators, carriers and other groups related to transport.

In case of systems presented in this article, the outputs of 
those systems can be identifi ed with the services they carry out. 
Th erefore it was proposed to arrange them into telematic services 
groups according to the purposes they lead to. Table 1 presents a 
detailed summary.

Presented services (based on Flight Information System and 
Public Address Voice Annunciation) are designed rather for individual 
users such as passengers or for airport’s maintenance services, but it 
is possible to widen their scope by distinguish telematic services for 
other groups of customers while analysing other airport’s electronical 
systems. 

5. Conclusion

With the growing importance of transport systems in our country, 
transport objects’ safety issues become increasingly important. 
Due to the complexity and multiplicity of solutions applied, their 
integration seems worth consideration. Using an example of two 
selected airport’s systems, presented in the article, the benefi ts 
of integration were shown, especially in the area of reducing the 
number of inputs and outputs of the systems, and thus the number 
of unnecessary repetition of the same information as well as the need 
to repeat the same algorithms (working out of the same outputs) in 
several subsystems. For the selected systems integration allowed total 
reduction of inputs by 1/3 and decrease of outputs number by 20%. 

In the end the outputs of both subsystems were arranged 
into telematic services groups showing once again the benefi ts of 
system integration and reduction in integrated system’s outputs 
number. Th is article may be a basis for further analysis of this 
problem. 
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Table 1. Services groups for PAVA and FIS systems [own study]
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ABSTRACT
This article presents selected components of the prototype of the Integrated System of Supporting Information 
Management in Passenger Traffic (the polish acronym of the system is ZSIKRP Demonstrator+). The system is equipped 
with significantly expanded range of offered functionality, which corresponds to the current demands of the market. 
Additionally, it has features distinguishing it from other products available on the market. Prototypes of the system are 
built in two versions: for electric (EMU - type) and diesel (PCS - type) vehicles. They will be installed in demonstration 
scale in real conditions in Mazovia Railways and Regional Transport. ZSIKRP system also focuses on ensuring the 
safety of travelers in both types of vehicles. It is done by installation of the fire alarm module in vehicles. Thanks to this 
it will be possible to transfer information about possible emergency situation to Supervision Center. The system also 
improves passenger comfort by wireless modules for Internet and Intranet access using “leaky cable” technology.

Keywords: safety in passenger railway traffic, CPU, wireless access to Internet and Intranet module, 

fire alarm module

1. Introduction

Poland, in terms of safety in rail transport, takes the last place in 
Europe. The overall level of safety in rail traffic (defined as accidents 
indicator) is worse only in Romania, while heavy accident  indicator 
in Poland is the worst in Europe [1]. Data from the European 
Railway Agency shows that one in five fatalities in the European 
Union (EU) railway transport occur in Poland, where the Polish 
population is only one-thirteenth of the EU population.

Sources of rail events such as train collision, derailment of 
trains or fires are mainly due to failures in technical infrastructure, 
inefficiency procedures or events following from human factor.  In 
all cases both the railway company and the infrastructure manager 
are responsible [2].

Noted above facts justified to work on a system which helps to 
reduce the negative effects of railway events.

At the same time actions to improve the comfort of passengers 
and operators were taken. PKP Polish Railway Lines from December 
2013 introduced voice and visual passenger information at railway 
stations, stations and rail stops. Employees of UTK (Office for 
Railway Transport) conducted inspections in January 2014 years  
and  detected malfunctions in Dynamic Passenger Information 
System. There were detected over 200 deficiencies.

Regional Transport tends to equip with the electronic directional 
boards the largest possible number of trains. Modern rail buses 
and electric trains are equipped with voice announcement systems 
directly at the factory but older vehicles are not. To improve comfort 
of the greatest number of passengers, the management of Regional 
Transport has decided to allocate greater means than usual for the 
modernization of the rolling stock. Funds will be spent mainly on 
the installation of modern passenger information systems in approx. 
800 electrical trains [3]. 

There are very few trains equipped with an integrated system. 
Currently implemented modern types of rail vehicles have 
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automatic counting rating systems (lubuskie province), equipment 
allowing free use of Wi-Fi internet (zachodniopomorskie province) 
passenger information systems as a speaker and light direction 
boards, monitoring, internet access (podkarpackie province) 
installed onboard. Low emissions exhaust characterized by railcars 
implemented in the Pomeranian province and the Lublin region. 
However, there is a solution that would completely meet the needs 
of carriers and manufacturers, and will modernize the rolling stock.

Th e integrated system in the proposed form integrates security 
modules that allow better management of the crisis, such as 
e.g. fi re in the vehicle. In the case of crisis situation integrated 
modules, e.g.  fi re alarm (that has ability to detect toxic gases) and 
passenger information modules will allow automatic notifi cation 
of the  passengers using voice announcements and visual prompts. 
Additionally, the Supervision Center will be notifi ed about the 
situation along with information about the nature of the danger 
. Integration  of above modules with the central unit module, 
installed on the vehicle, with the fi re alarm module will be done 
using the CAN bus (Fig. 3).

Introduction for future use of the integrated system  implemented 
under the Project ZSIKRP ([6], [7]) will be of great importance for 
the comfort and safety of traveling and will raise the technical level 
and reduce maintenance costs of rail vehicles.

2. The concept of Central Unit 
module in ZSIKRP system

Central unit module manages the other modules on the vehicle, 
allows, inter alia, broadcast current passenger information, GPS 
location on a digital map, GSM data transmission, counting passenger 
fl ows, monitoring timetable by the driver, login driver to the system, 
collision detection and threats, fi re detection, vehicle diagnostics, 
monitoring fuel consumption.

Fig.1. Integration of modules in an integrated system [own study]

Communications between subsystems is carried out using a 
wired Ethernet network. To communication between the central 
unit in the vehicle and the Supervision Center [8], [9], [10], [11]  
GSM network is used - Fig. 1. Th e Central Unit Module includes:

the main control computer contains: GPS location module, a 
module of the road, GSM communication module,

a computer with a DVD drive and a USB interface to control  
advertising subsystem,
the power supply and battery backup,
the I / O - input and output logic and digital interfaces, interfaces 
to communicate with the subsystems (Ethernet, CAN, USB, 
RS232, RS485, VoIP),
stationary collision and threats detection module.

Th e following is a visualization model of the central unit module 
(Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Central unit module (The application number of the utility 

design: W.123475 of 14/10/2014, title: „The design of the 

Central unit module to support information management 

about passenger rail” [own study]

Central Unit module is based on device enabling data 
transmission in-band UMTS / HSDPA, GSM / GPRS. Sophisticated 
system interfaces, such as RS232, RS485, USB, CAN, Ethernet 
10/100 MB / s allow integrating with: collision and threats detection 
modules and fi re alarm module, as well as other modules, such as 
the optimization fuel consumption.

Central unit module [13] manages the rest of the system, 
including transmitting current passenger information, GPS location 
on a digital map, GSM data transmission, counting passenger fl ows, 
the preview of timetables by the driver, login in the system by driver. 
Communication between the individual modules is realized using a 
wired Ethernet network. Central unit module includes a computer 
with a DVD drive and a USB interface to the controller of advertising 
system and power supply and battery backup. Additionally, the 
module has an input and output interfaces, and digital logic and 
interfaces for communicating with other modules.

3. The concept of fi re alarm 
module

Fire alarm module should enable the automatic monitoring of the 
passenger compartment of the vehicle and activate in the event of 
smoke or fl ame. Th e appearance of any parameter of the occurrence 
of hazards alarm activation have to provide information to service 
of train, notify passengers, etc. Also will be running the procedures 
related to the safety of passengers.

Th e system consist of controller of fi re alarm, smoke detectors 
and heat detectors and hubs in the release of the cartridge. Th e 
system is physically connected to the Central unit module via the 
CAN network. Physically terminal of the fi re alarm module is 
connected to the Central unit module via the converter Modbus 
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/ TCP. Data from the CAN bus are transmitted via Ethernet. In 
design the module in vehicles should take note of the PN-EN 
45545 [4], [5] including fi re protection issues in rail vehicles in 
terms of the General Conditions and fi re protection systems.

Fig.3.  A block diagram of the Central unit module to connect the 

fi re alarm module [own study]

Fig. 4. The internal structure of the fi re alarm system in the vehicle 

[own study]

Th e control panel installed in the cab generates audio and 
visual information about the activation of the detector, indicating 
that the detector reported threat by displaying its number.

Th e control unit in the basic mode works with smoke and 
heat sensors, distributed throughout the vehicle. Th e sensors 
should detect smoke in the initial stage of a fi re originating from 
combustion eg.  plastic, fabric, etc. Th e control unit is equipped 
with its own backup power source. Th e module must be able 
to send information to the module Supervision Center about 
fi re alarms (ultimately the information can be send to existent 
dispatch systems – Supervision Support System (SWD), Fig. 5). 
Information can be sent in the form of a photo “screenshot” of the 
aff ected area, and may be generation of voice messages to inform 
passengers about the threat and how to proceed.

Th e module is used the diff erential heat sensor (Fig. 4) designed 
to detect the risk of fi re in areas where the fi rst stage of a fi re can 
be expected to excessive or very rapid temperature rise, and where, 
because of the prevailing conditions, it is not possible to use smoke 
detectors.

In addition will be used processor, optical-temperature sensor 
to detect smoke and temperature rise associated with the formation 
of a fi re in the early stages of its development. Built-in two detectors: 
smoke and heat, allow the use of detectors in rooms where in the 
case of fi re, smoke may appear or occur rise in temperature or both 
factors simultaneously.

Th e detector of this type is useful for detecting all types of fi res. 
In addition, the detectors are equipped with internal short-circuit 
isolators. Th e detectors guarantee provide an additional optical 
signaling by attaching the fl ag indicator.

Fig. 5. The form of notifi cation in the system SWD (existent dispatch 

systems - Supervision Support System) in informatic system 

Crisis Management Center a) Receive of the notifi cation b) 

Location of event c) Event details [own study]

4. The concept of wireless access 
to the Internet and Intranet

Module to Internet and Intranet access is designed to be 
installed in rail vehicles and is used to transmit radio signals in 
LTE, UMTS and GSM. Th e module is implemented on the basis of 
the device operating in the band Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Th e 
single vehicle includes one access device that provides Internet 
and Intranet over Wi-Fi. Instead many Wi-Fi antennas, leaky 
cable is used for optimum performance, providing radio coverage 
for a long vehicle space. Th e block diagram of the access to the 
Internet and intranet illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig.6. The block diagram of the access to the Internet and Intranet 

[own study]

Fig. 7. Visualization of the chassis the Internet and Intranet access 

module (LTE Router) [own study]
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Installation and access to service Internet and Intranet (Fig. 7) 
is designed to increase the comfort of passengers. Time spent in 
travel, passengers will be able to use for work or entertainment. To 
achieve access to the Internet and Intranet technologies will be used 
technologies: Wi-Fi, 3G, LTE. Equipping train in internal wireless 
InterMedia (Intranet) network will provide all kinds of travelers, 
periodically updated content such as movies, music, magazines, etc.

Leaky cable technology ensures uniform signal coverage 
throughout the train without the need for additional antennas 
(Fig. 8). The parameters of the proposed solutions allow you 
to define it as radio All-IP network. This means possibility to 
use  wireless services supported under this protocol, and thus 
fully customizable access to the transmission medium of all 
devices operating on the basis of standard Wi-Fi (laptops, cell 
phones), the ability to transmit video, the possibility of voice 
communication basing on VoIP technology.

Fig.8. Train installation diagram [own study]

Th e module access to the Internet and Intranet for one vehicle 
includes one device allows access to WiFi-Internet – Intranet 
operating in LTE, one internal antenna in the form of a leaky cable 
on one band Wi-Fi and GSM antenna mounted on the roof of the 
vehicle.

5. Conclusion

Society in Poland is the information society, in which an important 
role plays access to information (Internet). Th erefore of particular 
importance is carriers off er in which a prototype of the Integrated 
System ZSIPKRP (Mazovia Railways and Regional Transport) will be 
off ered. Observed a temporary increase in passenger traffi  c during 
the month of October (for the last few years), is due back from the 
holidays and the start of the academic year. 

Travel time can then be related to the time to study or 
additional work with free, easy access to the Internet. Th erefore, it 
is reasonable to providing access to the Internet (Fig. 6), realized 
with the use of “leaky cable” technology. Additional access to the 
Intranet can familiarize the passenger with the passenger transport 
off er. It should be more competitive. In two prototype systems will 
be installed in a vehicle the content server.

Simultaneously exist a need for modernization of rolling stock 
taking into account the safety aspect travelers. Despite made 
modernization the part of the machine park, trains still don’t fully 
meet the expectations of passengers in terms of ride comfort.

It should be noted that the EC Regulation No 1371/2007 covers 
issues obligation to care for the personal security of passengers and 
provide information to people with disabilities. It should be noted 
that the institution UTK-to-date take actions aimed at directly and 
indirectly to improve the safety and quality of services provided by 
the carrier transport services [12].
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ABSTRACT
The utilization of telematics solutions to support Urban Freight Transport  is mainly important due to the complexity 
of the processes taking place in urban transport systems and the importance of the optimisation of transport 
operations via ensuring adequate availability of linear and nodal infrastructure, while reducing the adverse impact 
of the transport system on the environment. Presentation is focused on the analysis realized under international 
project named GRASS.

Keywords: Urban Freight Transport, city logistics, freight transport management, sustainable 

development, UFT environmental impact, efficiency of city logistics

1. Introduction

The dynamic development of transport in recent years 
constitutes an important factor in the economic development 
of the world, but it is also a source of problems, which can be 
observed especially in urban areas. Mobility plays a very important 
role in ensuring the sustainable development of the city. Urban 
transport systems generate many positive effects. In addition to 
the unquestionable importance for the development of urban 
economy, urban transport systems assist in the formation of the 
local community, which has a positive impact on counteracting 
social exclusion. This manifests itself mainly in the fast and easy 
access to places of culture (theatres, cinemas, museums, parks, 
etc.). However, air pollution emitted by motor vehicles in urban 
areas is the source of the greatest contamination of the atmosphere. 
Urban areas consume approx. 70% of energy and produce approx. 
80% of greenhouse gases [9]. In the years 1990-2000, carbon 
dioxide emissions by road transport increased by 23% [29]. This 
constitutes a serious threat to human health, natural resources, 

as well as the quality of the raw materials necessary for the 
production of food.

A growing number of city users results in increased demand 
for cargo, the large part of which is generated by industrial, retail 
and service entities. This applies in particular to finished products. 
However, due to the location of these entities in urban areas, it also 
applies to raw materials and semi-finished products. Distribution 
function initiated by these entities causes an increase in the logistics 
flows on a limited area. And this leads to the situation, in which 
the impact of Urban Freight Transport on the urban environment 
becomes more and more significant. Research carried out in 
London shows that approx. 18% of traffic in the city is generated 
by delivery cars supplying these entities. The next 22% of the traffic 
on urban roads is generated by delivery cars and carriers, which 
provide services for individual customers by delivering private 
orders. The research also shows that some of the deliveries carried 
out by different carriers/delivery cars intersects and is performed 
with the partial use of the loading capacity [2]. In addition, one 
of the key problems of urban transport is congestion, understood 
as the overflow of transport network and means of transport 
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caused by exceeding their capacity or its deficiency [13], which is 
responsible for the increase in air pollution, energy consumption, 
but also for longer travel time. While assessing the impact of UFT 
on the environment, the first step should involve making a division 
between the first-order and second-order impact [4]:

the first-order impact concerns stakeholders directly involved 
in the MTT (wholesalers, carriers, handling service);
the second-order impact concerns e.g. the costs of infrastructure 
(roads), especially in underdeveloped countries, which cause 
interference with the environment and global warming.

The continuous increase in the number of motor vehicles, 
and above all, their exploitation, not only causes the emission of 
pollutants from exhaust gases, which are a threat to the human 
health, but it also reduces reserves of oil. In recent years, a very 
important issue has become the reduction of pressure of transport 
on the environment and the scale and scope of its negative effects. 
Actions in this area should be conducted at different levels of 
government and self-government authorities with the collaboration 
of the private sector. On the one hand, it becomes necessary to 
implement appropriate legal and administrative regulations, and 
on the other hand, to develop the appropriate management of 
urban space. Urban planners must take into account the needs of 
residents in terms of employment, health, education and transport, 
as well as provide recreational facilities, shopping places and waste 
management plants.

For this reason, it is necessary to initiate cooperation and 
partnership to enable firstly the proper dissemination of knowledge 
and experience, including good practices, and secondly to allow the 
common objectives identification and the development strategies 
preparation, while maintaining the expectations of each party and 
the use of an approach based on the search for a compromise [12].

To address these challenges, many initiatives were or are 
realized in Europe, such as: FREIGHTWISE [5], Urban Transport 
Benchmarking [28], eDRUL [22], MOSCA [23], SMARTFREIGHT 
[26], INTERACION [8], CityMove [20], CityLog [19], BESTUFS (I, 
II) [17], CITY FREIGHT  [18], SUGAR [27], C-LIEGE [21]. The 
problems presented above are also the subject of the GRASS project 
(GReen And Sustainable freight transport Systems in cities), which 
is financed under the grant from Norway through the Norwegian 
Financial Mechanism 2009-2014 – Polish-Norwegian Research 
Programme [6].

2. Utilization of telematics 
systems for reduction of 
environmental negative 
impact of Urban Freight 
Transport

The impact of utilization of telematics solutions in Urban 
Freight Transport systems should be analysed from few different 
points of view related to the idea of sustainable development of 
transport systems [10]:

social, expressed mainly via the mitigation of the congestion 
effect and decreasing the number of accidents and limiting 
their effects;
economic, including changes in fixed costs and operating 
costs (in particular in relation to the hauliers and contracting 
parties) – it depends on the volume of goods flows generated 
on a given market, being the resultant of customers’ individual 
needs and suppliers’ transport decisions;
environmental, expressed via changes in the demand for 
energy, including pollution emissions and the impact on the 
noise level;
mobility, taking into account, inter alia, urban traffic development, 
demand for transport, indicators of infrastructure availability, 
classification of road users, etc.

The analysis of environmental impact of UFT is mainly focused 
on pollution emission, which is depended directly on energy 
(usually fuel) consumption and noise emission level. The analysis 
of emissions from road transport usually takes into account the 
level of CO2. This approach is justified in the global context only 
[3, 7, 16]. From the city perspective and influences on city dwellers 
(taking into account the chemical compounds directly related to 
the health status of the city population) most important are local 
pollutants, which include mainly:

carbon monoxide (CO), which is an odourless and colourless 
gas with highly toxic properties, 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) - brown, highly toxic gas with a 
pungent odour;
hydrocarbons (HC), which include carcinogenic compounds;
particulate matter (PM) in the form of carbon-graphite 
compounds, ash and soot. 

The basic task of telematics solutions in UFT support is to enable 
efficient management of the vehicles flows in the city area based 
on information generated in it as well as the efficient utilization of 
vehicles capacity and reduction of empty trips, which plays the most 
significant role in supporting the last mile deliveries [14]. Generally, 
the utilization of telematics systems in UFT management is mostly 
focused on:

the systems that guide delivery vehicles entering the city 
centre to the planned routes, 
intelligent freight traffic routeing systems, integrating the 
planned routes and information aimed at delivery vehicles 
with navigation software, in which the data obtained from 
trucks in traffic, regarding their location, carried cargo and 
planned destination, may be connected with the road traffic 
data in real time;
integrated logistics tools, being the solutions based first 
and foremost on web technologies application (mainly the 
internet and www technology), making it possible to connect 
and coordinate producers, receivers and logistic operators 
with regard to order placement, in order to streamline logistic 
flows.

Taking into account the usability of different UFT measures, 
it is possible to emphasize their two major categories, which are 
based on utilization of telematics systems (Tab. 1):

measures fully based on IT and telematics systems, and
measures supported by IT and telematics systems.
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Table 1. Telematics systems in Urban Freight Transport [own study]

Measure Description Telematics 
support

Access 
restrictions for 

(un)loading and 
transit

Access restrictions for loading/
unloading operation as well as 

for moving/circulating related to 
(a) the type of transport means, 
and most commonly to vehicle 

emissions, weights and sizes; 
(b) access time within specified 
areas; (c) preferred truck routes 

and designated lanes; (d) 
loading and unloading zones; 

(e)  based on licences.

Support for 
optimization, 

supervision and 
management

Advance 
booking of (un)

loading slots

From an environmental, 
business and traffic flow/

security point of view it is best 
for freight vehicles to avoid 

double lane stops and reduce 
waiting times for getting into 
a loading/unloading parking 

space. To this end a service can 
be offered that gives drivers 
the ability to book a delivery 

parking space before they reach 
their delivery point.  

Support 
for slots’ 

booking and 
management

Alternative 
delivery 
systems

Van-sharing, cycle-logistics, 
night-delivery service, 

packstations etc

Support for 
booking, 

supervision and 
management

Freight traffic 
routing 

information

Channelling trucks that 
drive into cities of the urban 

agglomeration through 
designated truck routes, e.g. by 

setting up special road signs 
or providing special maps with 

designated routes and lorry-
relevant road information.

Fully 
telematics-

based

Integrated 
logistics tools

Web-based logistics tools 
linking and coordinating 

producers, recipients and freight 
operators in order to optimise 

logistics flows.

Fully 
telematics-

based

Intelligent 
freight traffic 

routing

Integrating designated lorry 
routes and lorry-relevant 
information in navigation 

software. On this basis, data 
received from freight vehicles 
in traffic with regard to their 

current locations, loaded cargo 
and destination plans can be 

connected with real-time road 
traffic data.

Fully 
telematics-

based

Low Emission/ 
Environmental 

Zone

Institution of protected areas 
that include both vehicle access 

restrictions and incentives for 
environmental or historical/

heritage reasons.

Support for 
supervision 

and pollution 
detection

Mobility credits 
schemes/ 

congestion 
charging

Limiting the access of freight 
vehicles to an urban area by 

making freight operators ‘pay’ 
for each access with mobility 

credits that were initially 
distributed by the public 
administration (or money 

payments for entries in excess 
of the assigned credits). Access 

control equipment in freight 
vehicles record every entry 
to the zone and permits the 
implementation of a mixed 

pricing / enforcement scheme 
for different users.

Support for 
supervision and 

management

Based on experiences from BESTUFT project, it is possible to 
highlight some examples of the results with regard to the selected 
solutions [1]:

Computerised Vehicle Routeing and Scheduling – vehicle 
routeing and scheduling systems can result in journey time 
savings of 10 to 15%, customers can receive more precise 
delivery time estimates, the proportion of first time delivery 
success should increase, operational costs can be reduced.
GPS-based Route Navigation System – provides new drivers 
with detailed routeing instructions to travel between deliveries, 
overcomes lack of local knowledge – increasing speed of deliveries 
and driver flexibility.
Real-time Traffic Information – still in its infancy, collection 
and dissemination of data to help update transport plans to 
maximise vehicle utilization and first time delivery success.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) – still at an early stage, 
vehicle and transit unit identification is possible and is under 
trial at sites in the Ruhr and the Netherlands, transport process 
updates can be added to basic product information and are 
another way to give real time supply chain information for 
customers and operators, early problems of reader sensitivity, 
standardization of information and application costs still need 
to be overcome.

The critical important condition to achieve the results presented 
above is data availability. The proper data sets are the basis of all 
kinds of analysis and functioning of mentioned measures. The 
main problem arising in the process of analysing the functioning 
of the transport and distribution of goods in urban areas is the 
lack of data on their implementation, in particular with regard to 
the classification of vehicles, their routes, changes in demand for 
transport, etc. The main two reasons for difficulties in obtaining 
these data include [15]: 

transport in the cities involves mainly private companies 
that usually do not want to share data on their transactions, 
supplies and carried cargo to its competitors and the public 
sector;
lack of standardized study methods in the field of freight 
transport and supplies in cities.

Therefore, it is very important to implement and develop 
the measures, which will make it possible to collect data based 
on independent solutions, like traffic detection systems. The 
implementation of efficient measures in this area, which will 
help not only to collect data regarding traffic but also to analyse 
routes or, for example, number of deliveries (stops) per route, is 
still a challenge.

3. GRASS project – introduction

The major aim of GRASS project is to support municipalities in 
implementation of sustainable Urban Freight Transport  measures 
in accordance with the expectations of different stakeholders 
groups and requirements regarding utilization of technologies that 
limit the negative impact on environment [6]. Project is realized 
by two partners – Maritime University of Szczecin (Department 
of Logistics and Transport Systems) from Szczecin, Poland and 
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the Institute of Transport Economics from Oslo, Norway. Both 
partners have big experiences in the area of the research regarding 
the development of sustainable UFT systems.

To address the challenges and needs raised from the UFT 
problems, the objectives of GRASS are threefold:

Review, compare and analyse eff ects of current practices and 
adaption of public regulations and stakeholders requirement 
on use of energy and technologies that impact limiting of 
greenhouse gases in Oslo and Szczecin. Th is includes analysing 
the eff ects of diff erent measures (i.e. in night deliveries, use of 
electric vans and trucks in last mile distribution, zero emission 
zones, regulations on truck size) on reduction of air emissions, 
vibration and noise level and environmental degradation.
To determine the conditions for the implementation and 
development of energy-effi  cient Urban Freight Transport  in the 
Polish and Norwegian cities and regions, taking into account 
the oft en confl icting expectations of key stakeholders of the 
transport market. Norway is a country that has a much higher 
experience in this area than Poland. Due to that it is planned to 
utilize the best Norwegian and European practices and identify 
the opportunities to adapt them to the needs of Polish cities. 
Szczecin is the area covered by the pilot experiment that allows 
analysing specifi c examples. Both cities – Oslo and Szczecin – 
will work together using the approach based on “mentor city-
training city” idea.
Th e promotion of a platform for the exchange of knowledge 
and mutual cooperation in a partnership (Freight Quality 
Partnership). In this experiment different stakeholders 
(representing diff erent groups of interest) will be invited 
to participate in partnerships. Solutions based on the use 
of alternative energy sources and alternative methods of 
delivery, which will reduce CO2 emissions in Szczecin, 
will be searched for during the working meetings (round 
tables). Th e choice of solutions that will be recommended 
for future implementation will be developed based on the 
compromise approach and consideration of the interests of 
particular groups. An important aim of the Project is the 
preparing the set of guidelines for the eff ective development 
of environmentally friendly Urban Freight Transport. All 
advices and implementation recommendations will be based 
on the activities focused on cooperation and co-fi nancing 
under the public-private partnerships as well as utilization of 
a new technology for management, dissemination and data 
acquisition, such as Internet applications.

Project has started in June 2013 and will fi nish in April 2016. 
During this period 6 work packages are realized:

WP1 – Comparative analysis of activities for more environ-
mentally friendly Urban Freight Transport (UFT) sys-
tems in Norway and Poland;
WP2 – State of the art review and requirements for 
environmentally friendly Urban Freight Transport ;
WP3 – Analysis of freight transport impact on the environment 
in Szczecin and Oslo areas;
WP4 – Modelling of transport pollution propagation in urban 
areas;
WP5 – Joint and cooperative activities for environmentally 
friendly UFT in Szczecin – the pilot experiment;

WP6 – Communication and dissemination of the results.
All results are available on the project web-site: grassproject.

eu (in both Polish and English versions).

4. Utilization of telematics 
systems in the activities 
realized under GRASS project

Th e telematics-based activities under the project GRASS are 
focused on two major actions:

independent data collection process, based on mobile detectors 
system
implementation of web tools for drivers, which will be used for:

analysis of the pollution propagation at the research area;
the routing at the area of Szczecin, including the environmental 
impact of UFT., based on the model of pollution propagation.

Preparation of the model of transport’s pollution propagation 
at the urban area and its implementation on free web-site for 
unlimited use by transport and logistics operators is the most 
important challenge during the project period. Th e basis of this 
work are data collected for the analysis of the infl uence of Urban 
Freight Transport on environment and quality of life at the area 
of Szczecin (Poland) and Oslo (Norway). Th is process is divided 
into four stages. Two fi rst of them (already done) were focused 
on surveys based on standardized questionnaire. During the third 
and fourth stage in Szczecin the mobile traffi  c detectors are used 
for analysis of the traffi  c, including vehicles categories and their 
speed. Data collection in these stages is realized on nine chosen 
road sections. In the case of Oslo the data is collected based on 
detectors used by municipality.

Th e research in Szczecin is realized at chosen area of city 
centre (Fig. 1). Delimitation of the research area was based on the 
accumulation of entities in a particular area, the operation of which 
generate increased demand for deliveries, as well as the present 
emissions of toxic compounds (particularly NO2), according to data 
from the Voivodship Inspectorate of Environmental Protection. 
Finally the research area included a total of 1210 entities, divided 
into four categories: retail entities (58%), HoReCa sector (11%), 
service entities (28%) and production plants (3%). 

Fig. 1. Research area in Szczecin [own study]
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Data collection process regarding traffi  c fl ows in analysed area 
of Szczecin is realized with utilization of two detectors Sierzega 
SR4. It is a side discharge radar traffi  c measuring system makes 
the most exact and simple recording of road traffi  c possible. Th e 
included PC analysing soft ware enables to make a detailed analysis 
and evaluation of the traffi  c data. Th anks to its inconspicuous 
appearance, the radar device can record every vehicle without 
hindering the fl ow of traffi  c.  Besides the measurement of the length 
of the vehicle and the safety margin (gap) to the vehicle in front, 
the monitoring of the speed is the most important component of 
the recording. Th e data on every vehicle recorded by SR4 is then 
saved together with the date and time of the recording. SR4 is 
supplied by two 6 Volt, 12Ah batteries. It can work from 7 to 10 
days and store the data about up to 209,700 vehicles. One device is 
able to collect data from two lines of the road [25]. 

Detection system is utilized on selected road sections. Th e 
sections were chose on the basis of the results from previous two 
stages of analysis, which helped to point out the most problematics 
streets in the analysed area of Szczecin. Finally nine sections were 
chosen (Fig. 2). Th anks to utilization of two SR4 devices, it was 
possible to analyse each road section at the same time in both 
directions. Each road section is analysed through one week from 
Monday to Friday, between 6 AM and 6 PM.

Fig. 2. The road sections analysed in Szczecin with the use of traffi  c 

detector SR4 [own study]

Th e result of data collection process will be the basis for 
modelling of road transport’s pollution propagation from line 
sources. Th e study on emissions from line sources (road transport) 
at urban areas, which takes into account the mathematical pollution 
propagation modelling, is quite a complex issue. Distribution of 
pollution for such a system is variable in time and space. Pollution 
propagation model for road network is described by a number 
of variables related to the traffi  c of vehicles, road infrastructure, 
and the type of vehicle or environmental and weather conditions. 
Th erefore, during the traffi  c detection process it was necessary 
to divide vehicles into categories, which forms the basis for 
determining the characteristics of the emission. SR4 device helps 
to divide vehicles into four categories: motorcycles (length to 20 
dm), passenger cars (length between 20 and 60 dm), trucks (length 

between 60 and 95 dm) and long trucks (length between 95 and 
255 dm). In addition, in order to simplify the system, modelling 
will be performed for a constant average speed of vehicles in a 
given road section, which allows for assuming a constant emission 
intensity over the entire length of the road for the given vehicle 
category. Th e basis for the modelling of pollution propagation will 
be the Gaussian cloud dispersion model (Fig. 3). 

Data collected during the third stage of analysis will help 
to evaluate this model. During the fourth stage the area of the 
analysis will be expanded by chosen additional road sections.

Fig. 3. Gaussian cloud dispersion model [24]

5. Conclusion

Utilization of telematics systems to support the functioning of 
the Urban Freight Transport systems in the context of their impact 
on the urban environment is manifested not only in the immediate 
use of these solutions to manage transport services realization, but 
also in using them to obtain data regarding the traffi  c fl ows, types 
of vehicles, speed, etc. Th is is the basis of effi  cient functioning of 
all other measures utilized in UFT.

Th e presented topics are focused on experiences resulted 
from activities realized under GRASS project. Th is project aims 
to analyse the UFT negative impact on city environment as well 
as to fi nd measures, which will help to reduce it. Since the project 
is still being realized, only general assumptions regarding the 
results planned to achieve and regarding present area of telematics 
solutions utilization were introduced. Th e completion of activities 
presented in the paper is scheduled to November 2015. 

Finally, the aim of this activity is to implement prepared model 
as open, free of charge web application. Th is application will be 
focused on two major functions: presentation of the pollution 
propagation at the research area and the route optimization of 
UFT vehicles, including their environmental impact as the major 
condition, based on the model of pollution propagation as well as 
the data regarding vehicle type, freight weight etc.
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ABSTRACT
According to experts, passenger and goods transport is essential for the economic growth and prosperity of each 
society. Every transport system burdens the environment, using the dedi-cated infrastructure and its resources. 
The contemporary means of transport use the environ-ment to generate propulsion energy (directly in combustion 
engines or indirectly in electric power plants). Rail transport is considered to be environment-friendly owing to 
its low exter-nal costs, which include the costs of the consequences of discharging gases and/or dusts into the 
atmosphere. The aim of this research was to identify the components of rail transport costs borne by the orderer of a 
transport service and by the electric power plant supplying the rail-way with electricity, on the basis of a case study 
of the transport of aggregate. Calculations showed the share of such costs in transport costs (in the considered case) 
to be marginal. In the light of this finding the definition of external costs is critically evaluated.

Keywords: rail transport, environmental loads, external costs, dust emissions

1. Introduction

Transport plays an unquestionably vital role in the socioeconomic 
(civilizational) life of societies. But it has negative environmental 
impacts which need to identified and limited. The fact that transport 
does not cover all the social costs of its functioning leads to distortions 
in transport market competition conditions.

One of the components of transport costs are external costs defined 
in economics as the dif-ference between the social costs and the 
operating costs of a transport company (organiza-tion/system) [1, 5].

2. External costs in transport

An external cost is the cost or its part which is not borne by the 
entities creating this cost, but by the ones which have nothing to 
do with it, but suffer its negative consequences [1].

Before trying to determine the influence of transport system 
operational parameters on the level of external transport costs let 
us break them down. And so the external transport costs include:

the costs of congestion and infrastructure deficiency (increased 
travel time, increased vehicle operating costs, an increase in 
the social costs of travel, increased fuel con-sumption, lower 
reliability of transport operations, no slots (alternative services 
con-nected with the travel start/end), no positive external effects 
resulting from an im-provement in the quality of services);
the costs of accidents (the costs of material losses, administration 
costs, medical costs, costs connected with production losses, 
costs of suffering);
air pollution costs connected with the emission of dust (solid 
particles) and gases: ni-trogen oxides (NOx), sulphur dioxide 
(SO2), volatile organic compounds (VOC), gen-erating: 
health loss costs, material losses, crop losses, ecosystem losses;
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noise pollution costs connected with the emission of acoustic 
waves the intensity and frequency of which causes a nuisance 
to people and to the environment (reduced satis-faction from 
free time activities, discomfort during resting, sleep disorders, 
hearing loss, stress, hormonal changes);
costs of climate changes caused by the emission of transport 
greenhouse gases such as: carbon dioxide (CO2), dinitrogen 
monoxide (N2O), methane (CH4);
other costs (landscape transformations, water pollution, soil 
pollution), which are usu-ally neglected since they are difficult 
to estimate.

In the case of the considered external costs of rail transport, 
the operational parameters having a bearing on the level of such 
costs generated by this branch of transport need to be identified 
and highlighted.

Determinants of external costs in rail transport

Prior to estimating the scale of external costs in rail transport 
the identifiable operational pa-rameters should be enumerated. 
These are [3]: 

train traffic organization, 
the (average) commercial travelling speed,
the maximum speed,
the train acceleration and braking frequency, 
the length of the distances between stops, 
the type and load capacity of the rail cars, 
the length of the trains, 
the geographic location of the route (the size and number of 
upslopes and curves, the length of wooded route sections, 
the length of the route low ambient temperature and snowy 
period),
the technical condition of the rail route, 
the length of the route in urban and non-urban areas, 
the distance of the route from settlements, 
the daily/nightly period in which the route urban distances 
are covered,
the number of guarded/unguarded level crossings,
the possibility of putting up noise absorbing barriers, 
the possibility of fencing off the route and building grade-
separated wildlife crossings. 

The main operational parameters in electric-traction freight 
rail transport are [3]: 

the type of electric traction vehicle,
the travelling speed, 
the distance between stops, 
the size of downgrades and upgrades, 
the local traffic density (important for energy recuperation 
during braking), 
the ambient temperature,
the parameters of the power plant/system from which electricity 
is drawn. 

3. Rail transport electricity 
demand and generation

An energywise optimal trainset is considered to be such the 
weight of which is maxi-mum (for a given route, timetable and 
locomotive) at a minimum number of axles (the maxi-mum 
allowable axle set load).

Assuming the average values of the parameters (locomotive 
efficiency – 0.9, average vehicle resistance – 30 kN/t, flat track and 
10% starting and braking losses), the average specific elec-tric energy 
consumption for a freight train is assumed to be E=10Wh/tkm [3].

The electricity generation problem for rail transport needs is 
limited here to the Lower Silesian Province and the Opole Province.

The Opole Power Plant is assumed as the electricity supplier. The 
Plant’s power gener-ation efficiency in 2010 amounted to 38.6% [7].

The electricity drawn by the receivers (taking into account 
the auxiliaries and the transmission and transformation losses) 
amounts to 81.8% of the generated power [4]. 

The resultant electric locomotive power supply efficiency as 
the product of the power genera-tion efficiency value of 38.6% and 
the transmission value of 81.8% amounts to 31.6%.

Taking into account specific electricity consumption E=10Wh/
tkm and an electrici-ty generation and transmission efficiency of 
31.6%, the specific power output (for the needs of rail transport) 
amounts to 31.7 Wh/tkm. For comparison, the carriage work and 
energy and fuel consumption indices averaged for the European 
countries (in 2000) were at the level of 42,6% [2]. 

In trainset formation practice there are the following two cases 
in which freight movement optimization is possible:

having a given series locomotive one should form such a 
trainset (for a specified route and timetable) which will 
consume a minimum amount of energy,
for a formed trainset (the weight and types of cars are given) 
one should select such a locomotive which in the given 
(carriage work performance) conditions will consume the 
least amount of energy.

The level of energy consumption for carrying out transport 
tasks is connected with the lev-els of greenhouse gases emission 
and exhaust gas toxic components emission.

4. Environmental load resulting 
from electricity generation

The environmental load resulting from electricity generation 
is illustrated by the data provided by the Opole Power Plant, in the 
form of a power utility ecological balance [7], shown in table 1.

Tab. 1. Unit emissions contributing to Opole Power Plant electricity 

generation environmental load in 2010 [7]

No. Pollution Emission rate, kg/MWh

1. CO2 875
2. SO2 0.63
3. NOx 1.36
4. CO 0.10
5. Dust 0.05
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5. Environmental charges

The regulations relating to environmental charges are contained 
in the Environmental Law. Environmental charges are incurred for:

1. discharging gases or dusts into the air,
2. discharging sewage into waters or soil,
3. water abstraction,
4. waste storage.

The amounts of the charges, with regard to the aspect considered 
here, depend on the amount and kind of gases or dusts discharged 
into the air.

The unit charge rates for selected gases and dusts discharged 
into the air in 2014 were published in the Environment Minister 
Announcement of 13 August 2013 concerning the environmental 
charge rates for 2014 [6]. The rates selected for calculations are 
shown in table 2.

Tab. 2. Unit charge rates for selected gases or dusts discharged into 

air in 2014 [6; Annex 2 tab. G]

No. in tab. G Kinds of gases or dusts Unit rate

22 Sulphur dioxide 0.53 Zl/kg

23 Carbon dioxide 0.29 Zl/Mg

58 Carbon monoxide 0.11 Zl/kg

59 Nitrogen oxides (in terms of 
NO2) 0.53 Zl/kg

53 Coal-graphite dusts, soot 1.46 Zl/kg

The Environmental Law (art. 284.1) states that the entity 
which uses the environment determines on its own the amount 
of the charge due and pays it into the bank account of proper 
Province Marshal’s Office. Therefore the air pollution cost element 
connected with dust and gas emission, defined under external 
costs, should be excluded from this category of costs.

The Act of 16.11. 2012 (Law Gazette item 1342) concerning the 
reduction of some administrative charges in the economy introduces 
amendments into the Environmental Law (Law Gazette, 2008, No. 
25, item 150, with later amendments) relating to environment use 
reporting. Since 2013 environment using entities pay environmental 
charges and submit schedules containing the information and the data 
used to determine the amounts of the charges to the Province Marshal 
once a year. Also since 2013 no environmental charges the total annual 
amount of which payable into the account of Province Marshal’s Office 
does not exceed 800 Zl are paid.

Hence there is a need to estimate the above costs through a 
case study.

6. Case study

In order to estimate environment use costs a case study of 
aggregate transport by rail was carried out. The aggregate related 
parameters (obtained from an aggregate producer having the 
aggregate transported) were as follows:

aggregate transported on the A-B line, 
distance – 420 km, 
the weight of the aggregate: 1624 t, 

railway charges: 72953 Zl,
carriage work: 682080 tkm. 

On the basis of the above numerical data and the adopted 
energy indicator (31.7 Wh/tkm) the level of electricity production 
for the analyzed line was calculated to amount to 21.6 MWh.

The emissions burdening the Opole Power Plant electricity 
generation environment, connected with the fulfilment of the order 
for the transport of aggregate, are shown in table 3.

Tab. 3. Emissions burdening Opole Power Plant electricity 

generation environment for considered aggregate transport 

line [own study]

Kind of emission Weight, kg

sulphur dioxide 13.61
carbon dioxide 18900

carbon monoxide 2.16
nitrogen oxides (in terms of NO2) 29.38

dusts 1.08

The charges due for gas and dust emissions into the atmosphere 
of the Opole Power Plant electricity generation environment, 
being the product of the emission amount and the unit rates, in 
the considered case of aggregate transport are shown in table 4.

Tab. 4. Charges due for gas and dust emissions into atmosphere of 

Opole Power Plant electricity generation environment in 

considered case [own study based on [7]]

Charges due for gas and dust emissions 
for analyzed aggregate transport line, Zl

for CO2 emission 5.48
for SO2 emission 7.21
for NOx emission 14.98
for CO emission 0.24

for dust emission 1.58

TOTAL 29.49

The share of the emission costs in the transport costs (for the 
analyzed line) can be calculated by dividing the environmental 
charge by the transport cost:

29.49 / 72953 = 0.0004 (1)

which corresponds to 0.04%.

7. Conclusion

As shown above, the percentage of gas and dust emissions to 
the environment amounts to only a small fraction of the transport 
costs. It should be recognized that the external costs (connected 
with gas and dust emissions) are borne by the transport company. 
This means that the definition of external costs (within the 
analyzed scope) as costs caused by the means of transport, but not 
covered by the carrier is imprecise.

The matters relating to environmental charges are regulated by 
the Environmental Law. The Environment Minister annually fixes 
environmental charge rates. 
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ABSTRACT
Effectiveness of the contemporary maritime transport depends largely on already implemented intelligent shipping- 
and maritime environment monitoring systems, which are simultaneously responsible for improvement of the 
maritime transportation process, management and widely understood safety and security. Recently noticed, 
diversification of existing shipping monitoring systems is based on a different range of covered areas, direct benefits 
for end-users as well as technical specifications of modern maritime sensors. Nowadays, a totally new approach 
has been developed as a response to growing demand for integration of all existing maritime systems and building 
a common platform for maritime data exchange. This solution is expected to be a cost-effective tool in gathering, 
transforming and dissemination of an integrated and comprehensive recognized maritime picture and relevant 
maritime data. This paper represents the holistic approach to identification of important factors having impact 
on possible implementation of such a system. The working hypothesis stating that there are systematic reasons 
for implementation of a single, common and integrated platform of maritime data exchange has been positively 
proved. As an example of efforts already taken by European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) on the EU seas, the 
experimental Integrated Maritime Data Environment (IMDatE) solutions have been presented.

Keywords: Integrated Maritime Data Environment, shipping monitoring systems, maritime data exchange

1. Introduction

Since ages maritime trade has been fundamental for the 
functioning and living of numerous nations and societies. Maritime 
transport has always been a driving force for many national 
economies. This can be proved by the fact that nowadays about 90% 
of all goods in the world are carried by maritime transport. The 
significance of maritime transport is additionally emphasized by 

another fact: about 70% of the human population in the world, live 
in the coastal belt of 60 km in width. Modern maritime transport 
is maritime shipping and its supporting port operations that are 
performed with the use of strict technological and operational 
standards. All these activities are subject to severe time pressure, 
the imperative of cost cutting and the most important principle 
of all: providing these operations with the highest possible level 
of safety and security. Safety and freedom of navigation come as 
“constitutional” rights of all maritime states, and nowadays they 
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have become one of the main determinants pertaining to economic 
effi  ciency of maritime transport processes [11, 5].

Considering all these facts, the problem of providing safety and 
security of maritime shipping by effi  cient counteraction becomes 
crucial. It is no longer just a local or even a continental question; its 
character has become global and international [14].

Th e pragmatics of operations realised to minimise the potential 
results of hazards in maritime transport (by supporting processes 
of safety management) involves systemic solutions concerning 
maritime shipping monitoring systems based on Galileo Satellites 
Constellation [6,8] (e.g. systems of VTMIS class), applications 
supporting maritime operators in logistic process management 
(systems of SPINNAKER class) and applications for monitoring 
and tracking maritime containers (systems of AVANTE class). 
Th e awareness of anthropopression of maritime shipping and its 
related hazards has also resulted in the implementation of tools for 
controlling and assessing risk related to emission of greenhouse 
gases (GHG – CO2 in particular) as well as pollution reports [11].

During last two decades all contemporary maritime monitoring 
systems have been developed. Th e most important are [1, 2, 13]:

AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (AIS) - is a 
maritime broadcast system, based on the transmission of very 
high frequency radio signals; ships over 300 GT are obliged to 
send reports with ship identifi cation, position, and course, as 
well as information on cargo;
LONG RANGE IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING 
(LRIT) - global ship identifi cation and tracking system based 
on communications satellites; all passenger ships, cargo ships 
over 300 GT and mobile off shore drilling units on international 
voyages send mandatory position reports;
SATELLITE AIS  (AIS-S) - new system (under development) 
enabling satellites to receive AIS position messages; this feature 
extends the geographical range from horizontal to global;
ADDITIONAL SHIP AND VOYAGE INFORMATION - 
countries also exchange a range of additional data, including: 
port notifi cations (e.g. ETA, ETD arrival and departure times), 
hazmat notifi cations (for dangerous and polluting goods), ship 
notifi cations (to be sent in mandatory reporting areas), and 
incident reports (e.g. pollution reports);
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR SATELLITE IMAGES 
- independently of weather and sunlight conditions satellite 
radar sensors measure the roughness of the sea surface; on 
the satellite image oil spills appear as dark areas and vessels 
and as bright spots; this is used in vessel detection systems 
(VDS) as well as pollution monitoring systems;
OPTICAL SATELLITE IMAGES - Earth observation imagery 
from satellite sensors operating in the optical spectrum, 
providing high resolution images of vessels or coastal areas;
METEOROLOGICAL-OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA – consists 
of a range of fi elds such as wind speed and direction, wave height 
and direction, wave period, etc. 

Other data sources from national systems can also be utilized 
[4, 13]:

VESSEL MONITORING SYSTEM (VMS) - uses 
communications satellites for tracking commercial fi shing 
vessels; 

 COASTAL RADAR - vessel traffi  c services constantly track 
vessels movements along their coastline with the aid of local 
radar systems;
 USER SPECIFIC DATA - other varied forms of national data 
provided by users including encrypted position reports from 
patrolling vessels, position reports from leisure craft s, and 
additional meteorological- oceanographic data provided by 
buoys at national system level. 

The concept of maritime shipping monitoring systems 
understood in that way is presented in Figure 1. Th ese systems co-
exist but not always cooperate with each other. 

Fig.1.  The architecture of multi-system concept of maritime 

shipping monitoring [3]

Th e experience gained during the recent years has indicated 
that there is a lot of massive pressure exerted by maritime business 
community to create a unifi ed monitoring system for analysing 
and exchanging information concerning maritime shipping. To 
create such a system, it is necessary to identify the conditions 
of the system and its technical and organisational assumptions, 
which determine its expected functioning. 

2. Identifying the conditions of 
the system to create a unifi ed 
platform of maritime shipping 
data exchange (construction 
of a model)

2.1. Capabilities of integrated maritime data 
system

Integrated maritime services should deliver relevant, complete 
and up-to-date information at the right time to the right end 
user. New developments in the fi eld of maritime systems should 
facilitate data exchange and distribution through the promotion 
and implementation of both common standards and semantic 
services. In such a system information and all relevant data 
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should be shared easily and selectively based on a set of unique 
capabilities [10,12]:

Ability to process technically diff erentiated types of data 
- diff erent types of maritime data acquired from diff erent 
sensors and diff erent information formats should be processed, 
integrated, correlated and fi nally distributed through the user 
tailored services;
Capability to operate on a diversifi ed scale and geographical 
coverage – diff erent levels of detail should be shared at 
diff erent geographical scales to satisfy diff erent types of users;
Use of data for serving diff erent functions - integrated maritime 
services should respond to the need of wide range of diff erent 
functions e.g. maritime security and safety, fi sheries control, 
law enforcement and environmental protection at least;
Open architecture to facilitate direct use of data from users - 
users could also provide their own data which can be correlated 
(enriched) with data from other sensors and then sent back;
 Access rights management  - distribution policies should be 
set up by the data and information owners, complying with 
complex landscapes of access rights management. 

A model of the integrated maritime data system is depicted in 
the Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Integrated maritime data system (model) [1]

Th e construction of this model will make it possible to obtain 
a detailed stream of data which will meet the requirements of a 
particular situation and expectations of a particular recipient (the 
end-user), (see: Fig.3). Undoubtedly, this will be a signifi cant step 
in the implementation of Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) 1 
doctrine.

Th is model approach is presently being implemented within the 
frames of an experimental EU project, which aims at providing an 
integrated platform for maritime shipping data exchange among the 
member states. 

Following the adoption of the EU Integrated Maritime Policy 
(IMP) in 2009, EMSA has embarked on the project of integrating its 
maritime systems into a powerful and fl exible operational platform 
called the Integrated Maritime Data Environment (IMDatE)[5].

1 Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) is defi ned as the eff ective understanding of 
anything associated with maritime activities that could impact the security, safety, 
economy, or environment.

Fig. 3. Maritime Awareness through a tailor-made picture [12]

3. The Integrated Maritime Data 
Environment (IMDatE) project 
as a technical framework for 
integrated platform

3.1. The IMDatE concept and components

At present, the existing maritime shipping monitoring and 
vessel tracking systems provide us with a possibility to access the 
key information, which is essential for maritime safety. However, 
each of the presented applications provides only partial information 
that is directly connected with the operation of a particular system. 
Th erefore, there has appeared a necessity to create an integrated 
system, which could combine and process data obtained from all 
the systems implemented so far, in accordance with the assumptions 
of the MSA concept [10]. It refers fi rst of all to systems handled by 
EMSA and some external sources. Considering its potential and its 
open architecture, the system has been named: Integrated Maritime 
Data Environment (IMDatE). Its main task is to provide the system 
users with more comprehensive and complex information adjusted 
to their requirements and to support the data exchange between 
particular system users [14]. Th e scheme presenting the architecture 
of the IMDatE system is depicted in Fig.4. 

Fig. 4. Basic architecture of the integrated IMDatE system [4]
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IMDatE integrates data and services from four critical maritime 
applications – the main ones that EMSA is tasked to host and 
operate, namely [12]:

SafeSeaNet (SSN) – the European coastal system of over 700 
shore-based AIS receiving stations which automatically tracks 
all ships navigating within 100 Nautical miles (Nm) from the 
EU coastline, and receives and stores information concerning 
the cargo and voyages of vessels;
EU LRIT DC (LRIT) – is the European Long Range 
Identifi cation and Tracking Data Centre using communication 
satellites to track all ships (around 10,000) under EU fl ags all 
over the world, as well as any ship, irrespective of its fl ag, within 
a maximum 1,000 Nm from the EU coastline [7];
CleanSeaNet (CSN) – the EU satellite-based system for detection 
of oil spills and vessels at sea using Satellite Aperture Radar (SAR) 
images;
THETIS – is a web-based application providing ship inspection 
related information and reporting support to all European Port 
State Control offi  cers.

Th e IMDatE is being developed as a complex technical integrated 
system aiming to provide an enhanced MDA to all EU member 
states (MSs). Th e system is based on state-of-the-art technology 
and set-up on the principles of fl exible and confi gurable Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Integrated Product Development 
(IPD). Th ese may be delivered via a user-friendly web interface or 
distributed automatically to authorised external systems such as [2]:

Integrated Ship Profi le Service - will provide a combined view 
of all information related to a ship or fl eet based on information 
available in the diff erent systems which are connected to the 
IMDatE,
Area Centric Service - will provide a complete maritime 
and oceanographic picture of a selected area, built-up from 
diff erent layers of information;
Maritime Surveillance Service - will allow users to analyse all 
available ship traffi  c information in order to identify activities 
of interest for the purposes of Maritime Surveillance activities;
EU Common Maritime Space Monitoring Service - this specifi c 
service will support the implementation of EU Common 
Maritime Space (CMS) applications; particularly the service is 
being developed in order to monitor ships engaged in EU coastal 

trade (ferries and coasters in scheduled/regular services between 
EU ports).

IMDatE Concept and Components under Marsurv-3 High 
Level Architecture is depicted in the Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. IMDatE Concept and Components under Marsurv-3 High 

Level Architecture [13]

3.2. The new features of the Integrated 
Maritime Data Environment platform 
(and added value)

Th e IMDatE is a technical framework currently under 
development. In future, it will combine and process data from 
EMSA’s maritime applications and other external sources to provide 
more comprehensive and confi gurable services to users, as well as 
supporting the relay of data between the applications themselves. It 
will directly lead to signifi cant change of existing confi guration from 
separate systems to integrated customisable services (Fig. 6) [10, 12].

Confi gured in that way, the platform for integration, 
visualisation, analysis and processing data obtained from various 
sources has already provided us with additional functions based 
on analytical potential. Th ese are the tools referred to as [10]:

graphical “time slider”,
„Timeline”.

A graphical “time slider” allows visualization for ship 
movement replay and correlation inspection (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 6. IMDatE Matrix: From Systems through Data Centre to  

 Customisable Services [13]
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Fig. 7. “Time slider” as an IMDatE platform new tool [10]

Another new IMDatE platform feature, a „Timeline” tool, 
in addition to the map view provides better awareness of time 
related events/information. Clicking on an element in the timeline 
refocuses on the relevant part of the map (Fig. 8)

Fig. 8. “Timeline” as an IMDatE platform new tool [10]

Despite the fact that the platform is still at the stage of 
experimental development, it is possible to observe the fi rst results 
concerning central processing of images obtained from various 
sources.

3.3. Examples of IMDatE new possibilities

Th e new functionalities will enable users to benefi t from 
improvements to current services, such as more options for data 
visualisation, a single sign-on process, new machine-to-machine 
interfaces and automated vessel behaviour monitoring. Verifi cation 
of data will also improve the quality of data across the systems, for 
example through the confi rmation of vessel details across diff erent 
vessel registries [1, 4].

Fig. 9. IMDatE Anti-piracy support for merchant fl eet monitoring [12]

Users, who combine functions, for example vessel traffi  c monitoring 
and marine pollution control, if they have the necessary access rights, 
will benefi t from being able to obtain an overview of maritime activity 
in their area of interest, integrating data, which would otherwise only 
be available through a range of diff erent individual applications. Th is 
integrated data can be delivered via a user-friendly web interface or 
distributed automatically to authorised external systems in accordance 
with the access rights applicable to each data set [2]. As good examples 
of such as new features of the IMDatE platform the Anti-piracy 
support (Fig. 9) and illegal fi shing monitoring and analysis (Fig. 10) 
mechanisms can be called. 

Fig. 10. IMDatE Illegal fi shing monitoring (EFCA) [12]

4. Conclusion

Despite a lot of eff ort taken so far, the way to the fi nal 
implementation of an effi  ciently operational, integrated maritime 
shipping monitoring system with considerable analytical potential is 
still long ahead. Th e most advanced solutions have been presented and 
are being implemented by EMSA within the frames of the IMDatE 
project in the EU sea regions. Th e IMDatE comes as a representative 
example of an integrated platform for maritime data exchange. It is not 
intended to replace the existing systems, but it creates new databases 
(VMS Data and satellite data AIS-S Data Processing Centre). It is also 
to facilitate data processing and distribution of data coming from all 
the new sources, which can appear in the future. Th is solution (in the 
context of other platforms developed on this model) off ers a number 
of advantages, however, it is also exposed to many threats and must 
face numerous challenges, among which the following can be listed 
[10, 12, 13]:

A complete and integrated maritime picture at the regional 
level provides substantial added value for a better Maritime 
Domain Awareness in the area of interest, where neighboring 
countries share the same maritime interests;
whilst the focus is on parallel technical development of the 
existing systems and the new integrated platform, governance 
and clarity of objectives is equally important when dealing 
with complex multi- disciplinary issues;
prototyping, incremental deliveries and iterative design reviews 
should allow quick wins to be achieved whilst lowering possible 
projects risks, however there is always a risk (political, economical, 
fi nancial, managerial, operational) linked to the new platform 
development project which should not be underestimated;
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such integrated system (platform), from its definition, relies 
on other maritime applications that are under constant 
evolution, that is why coordinated parallel development is 
absolutely required; 
it seems to be a logical choice to give the inter-dependency 
with construction of some applications to the involved parties, 
however it rises the need for a roadmap of coordinated changes 
as well as advanced management system based on critical path 
methods (e.g. PERT), Concurrent Engineering (CE) and agile 
software development approach;
the full life project cycle demands user requirements, 
propagating early conceptual designs, running computational 
models, creating prototypes, developing and delivering early 
products, testing and re-analysing needs and performance, 
incremental development and feedback to be widely 
integrated in to design process. 
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